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RA Plans “After Dark” Forum
Amidst Increasing Student
Violence; Arrests and
Community Disturbances;
Forum Seeks Solutions

by CAITILIN HURLEY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Sunday, November 17th, marks the start of
Hunger and Homelessness Week on the Bates
College campus, correlating to the National
Hunger and Homelessness Week. Hundreds of
campuses participate in the event designed to
raise activism and awareness. This year, oncampus events include a hunger banquet, a con¬
cert and the annual hunger fast, which were all
organized by the Hunger and Homelessness
Committee.
This year, as in recent past years, Bates has
sponsored a fast in which students do not eat in
the dinning hall and the money which would
have gone towards the preparation of their meal
goes to a local hunger organization.
The kick-off event, a hunger banquet, was
held on November 17th in Muskie Archives.
Although similar banquets have been held at
Bates in the past, this was the first time in sever¬
al years that such a banquet was organized to be
part of this week’s events. The banquet attract¬
ed about twenty-five students who were
assigned a role to play as a high-income, middleincome, or low-income person. Designed to
highlight differences among the classes, particu¬
larly at the global level, the groups were dispro¬
portionately sized with the greatest number of
people in the low-income group and the smallest
number in the high-income group. Members of
the high-income group were given a full, multi¬
ple-course meal, complete with table settings
and chairs. Guests assigned to the middleincome group received only chairs to sit on and
a little rice and beans, while the low-income
group ate only rice and dirty water from a col¬
lective bowl.
To foster discussion, students were asked to
read their assigned profiles and create a mental
image of someone’s life. As the dinner pro¬
gressed, some members of the low-income
group wanted to organize themselves to take the
abundance of food away from the high-income
group. Disagreement over violent or non-vio¬
lent means emerged as the difficulty of day-today life was realized. At the same time, howev¬
er, students made the point that it was impossi¬
ble to completely understand the position of
impoverished people, because they could not
forget their true reality, where this was not a
daily struggle.
Some students said they were particularly
struck by the global level of poverty, where the
high-income group includes people who make
more than $9,000 per year and the low-income
group includes all those who make less than
$750. These facts highlighted the inequities in
the world’s distribution of wealth and the fact
that hunger is not a problem of overpopulation
or inadequate supplies of food, but of distribu¬
tion.
As discussion continued, a particularly diffi¬
cult question to answer was whether the growth
of multinational corporations helps or hurt local
economies. One member of the audience point¬
ed out that many of the people who live in pover¬
ty are subsistence farmers, whose survival
depends on farming a small plot of land.
Making the argument in favor of factory jobs,
members of the audience argued that while they
are not ideal, they do provide a greater source of
income than subsistence farming. On the other
hand, students were quick to point out the dan¬
gers of exploitation and occupational hazards.
At the conclusion of the hunger banquet, the
audience was thanked for attending and was
invited to attend the other events of the week,
which include a benefit concert featuring the
Deansmen, Ian Jones and Brent Shuttleworth,
and Julia Plumb at 9:00 in the Mays Center and
the hunger fast on Tuesday, November 19th. For
the fast, students are asked not to eat at
Commons on Tuesday night so that the cost of
their meal may go to charities combating hunger..

The Newspaper of Bates

by KRISTINA BERLIN
STAFF WRITER

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Steve Hochstadt, Professor of History and the Chair of the Extracurricular
and Residential Life Student-Faculty Committee, offers his ideas for a stu¬
dent forum on campus life “after-dark” at Monday night’s RA meeting.

Neighborhood Alum
Cuts Donations In Wake
Of Student Incivility
by DAVID E. WELIVER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The recent deplorable student behavior on
local streets has sparked strong emotions
among many community members, but two
local Bates alumni have decided to do more
than simply complain - they’re ceasing
monthly donations to the College that they’ve
made for nearly twenty years.
Last week, The Student obtained an anony¬
mous copy of the email the donors sent to the
Bates Development Office confirming the
immediate cessation of their monthly gift.
The husband and wife donors, one of
whom is also employed by the College, cited
Bates students’ increasingly uncivil behavior
as the only reason for wanting to stop their
gift. The couple hinted that should the
administration make strides toward cracking
down on student irresponsibility, they would
consider reinstating their donation program.
The couple lives in the neighborhood south
of Frye Street - a region teeming with stu¬
dents living off-campus. The neighborhood
was in disorder this past Halloween when
police and students clashed after a weeknight
of heavy student drinking.
On Monday, Bates’ Director of Annual
Giving Kimberly Hokanson said Vice
President for Development Vicki Devlin was
communicating with the donors and that
President Elaine Hansen was aware of the sit¬
uation. Asked whether such a decision was
without precedent, Hokanson responded,
“Donors vote with their pocket books all the
time. People stop giving when they don’t like
something the College has done. But as far as
student behavior, I haven’t seen that affect
donations as long as I’ve been here.”
Hokanson suggested the particular donor is
upset because he lives among students, but
that students’ tainted reputation rarely

extends beyond Lewiston/Auburn and there¬
fore doesn’t take a negative toll on Bates phi¬
lanthropy. “If anything,” Hokanson said,
“parents are surprised they have to pay for
dorm damage.”
Responding to the donor’s desire for
administrative action, Hokanson said “I don’t
think this email has precipitated newfound
knowledge on the part of the College. The
College doesn’t need a donor to bring this
issue to light.”
Indeed, efforts to change Bates culture and
College policies have been gaining momen¬
tum over the past two years as student behav¬
ior remains poor. The Committee on the
Future of Extracurricular Activities and
Residential Life, for example, is investigating
ways to deter students from behaving disre¬
spectfully, increase student reports of harmful
behavior, and up the consequences for student
misconduct.
While the committee could take years to
develop and implement policies, students and
deans alike are seeking more immediate ways
to address the concern, such as holding a
forum with students, neighbors and law
enforcement officials in the near future (See
related story, page one).
See Donor, p. 7

This Week Inside The Bates Student
Possible Peace in the Middle East?
by Ben Bloom. Forum, 4
Bates Students Are Three of 10,000 At
Non-Violent Protest of Formerly Named
“School of the Americas.” News, 7

Extracurricular and Residential Life
Committee Chair Steve Hochstadt and four
deans attended this week’s Representative
Assembly meeting to discuss the creation of a
Bates “After Dark” Forum. The forum is to
be a series of discussions to address the issues
surrounding the recent disturbances on and
off campus involving the misuse of alcohol
and the increased amount of student violence.
The idea for the forum is not coming from the
deans, but rather from the RA, as President
Graham Veysey brought the idea to the body
for input. The deans and Hochstadt were on
hand to better understand the role they could
play in the forum at a date yet to be deter¬
mined.
In addition, the opinions of Lewiston resi¬
dents and the Lewiston Police Department, as
well as the Bates custodial staff are to be
solicited. Veysey began the RA meeting sug¬
gesting that “the film on the Bates bubble is
growing a little too thick.” RA business as
usual followed the After Dark Forum deliber¬
ation.
Present from the Dean of Students office
were Dean of Students Celeste Branham and
Associate Deans of Students Holly Gurney
and James Reese. Dean of Faculty Jill Reich
attended as well. Before attending to the
usual business on the RA agenda, students
examined the proposed structure of the After
Dark Forum for the benefit of the deans. At
first, logistical issues were brought to the
table. Food was recommended as an incen¬
tive for attendance, and the Pettengill atrium
was suggested as the location.
The major issue of forum attendance raised
questions concerning the benefits of either
splitting the debates into specific issue-related
forums or holding one large debate encom¬
passing all issues. Some RA members felt that
it would be more difficult to get high atten¬
dance at every forum.
However, others
believed that not all those in attendance at one
large forum would be interested in every issue
at hand. Still others argued that all the issues
were connected. As senior Max Bergman put
it, “How can we talk about violence without
alcohol?”
Another aspect of the attendance issue was
the composition of those attending. A few
emphasized the necessity of “getting people
involved in the problem to come out.” Others
believed these alleged “necessary kids” were
bound to come anyway. In addition, members
of liquor enforcement in direct contact with
the Bates population were seen as better
debate participants, as opposed to the chief of
police who might be out of touch with the
reality on campus.
Discussion then turned to pinpoint the
objectives of the forum. Veysey noted that it
See RA, p. 6

It’s Finally Here: Boonock Saints
Review by Jennifer Lee. Arts, 9
What Are You Thankful For?
Question On the Quad, 11
AH NESCAC Athletes
Photo spread, Sports, 12-13
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Taking Personal Responsibility Editor’s Column
To this date, a great deal of debate has been pursued, both within
this paper and outside it, regarding the perception that Bates is
characterized by an unhealthy drinking culture. To some, Batesies
are becoming raucous and disrespectful party animals, with no care
for their neighbors both on and off campus. This view of Bates
notes a fundamental shift in the student body, with students
increasingly focused on partying and less focused on classes,
activism, community involvement and the other activities that cre¬
ate a well-rounded educational experience.
Such a view, while somewhat extreme, hits on many problems
that Bates currently faces. It seems unlikely that some paradig¬
matic shift in admissions policy has lead to an increase in moron¬
ic, party-animal jocks and ice queens. However, it is becoming
abundantly clear that the disrespect some Batesies show toward
community members is increasing and becoming less tolerable.
Off-campus parties are becoming increasingly disturbing to the
Lewiston community, on-campus parties are more and more the
beginning of ambulance calls and violence is breeding in both
domains.
The problem has become so severe that the Representative
Assembly and members of the Committee on Extracurricular and
Residential Life, along with the Deans of Students have proposed
an unprecedented series of forums to discuss the nature of the
beast, and what to do about it.
The problem is, time and time again, few or no deterrents have
are in place for those who act in a manner that smears the good rep¬
utation of Bates. There are members of this campus who have
exhibited, on one or more occasions, behavior that has become
endemic of the increasingly violent and disrespectful atmosphere
that the administration and student body as a whole have come to
despise.
For hair-raising examples, and their equally hair-raising lack of
action, one needs only to review back issues of the Student for
compilations of the cases reviewed by the Student Conduct
Committee (the main adjudicative body for Bates students).
Examples of actions that have gone down at our “prestigious”
school: a sandwich made of fecal matter deposited by a student in
another student’s refrigerator and premeditated assault on one stu¬
dent by three (yes three) others that terminated in gross personal
harm and a life-threatening injuries resulting in hospitalization.
That was just last year, and these students are still here. Of course,
we do not have all the facts, as SCC records are sealed. We cannot
say for sure what went on in those proceedings. But it is clear, in
both cases (and many others) that these events are happening,
regardless of whether the Student Conduct Committee is able to
adjudicate them.
Batesies would do well to remember that it is a privilege to be
here. You should be given a second chance at Bates, but not a third
or a fourth. And some actions are just too reprehensible to be
allowed a second chance. We are adults now, but apparently some
of us haven’t surpassed puberty .
It all comes down to individual responsibility. It is clear that the
power of the Deans and Student Conduct Committee on these mat¬
ters is either woefully limited or is not being used to its full extent.
It is up to the student body to deal with these problems. All you
can do is watch out for yourself and your friends. If someone looks
like they’re getting to that point where they may hurt themselves or
others, in whatever respect, it is your responsibility to stop them.
Let us work to change each other’s behavior proactively. This is
where the battle will be won. No number of fomms, candlelight
vigils or dubious Student Conduct Committee proceedings will
change the behavior of the drunken Batesie on a Saturday night.
That is up to us as students.

A Thanks, And A Look To The Future
As we steam into the semester’s
final weeks, the seas get rough with
stress and deadlines lurk in the dark¬
ness like icebergs. We may know the
shores of the holiday break are out
there - though it often feels we may
never set foot on dry land. Perhaps
then you can find solace in the fact that
this is our last issue of the semester.
When we return from Thanksgiving in
a couple of weeks, only one week of
class will remain, to be followed only
by those bittersweet final exams.
Over the past eleven weeks I hope
our nine issues have provided you with
some information about goings on
around campus, a variety of student
perspectives on international issues
and
also
some
entertainment.
Additionally, I hope you have enjoyed
watching the paper, and our staff, grow
- as with most of life, we learn the
most from our own mistakes, and we
strive to make each issue better than
the last.
The mission of our newspaper is to
keep students informed, stimulate
meaningful dialogue and keep a
watchful eye on administrators and
other leaders with students’ interests in
mind. It is easy, however, to fall into
the same rut as the majority of main¬
stream media and deliver little more
than canned press releases and dry,
apathetic commentary. We hope this
never happens to us, and if it should,

that you’ll be the first to let us know.
The success of this paper is attribut¬
able not to a few of us here in the
newsroom late at night, but to partici¬
pation of dozens of students with dif¬
ferent backgrounds, interests and opin¬
ions. To everybody who has con¬
tributed formally to the paper or writ¬
ten a letter to the editor, thank you your interest in exercising your great¬
est freedom makes the fabric of our
community stronger. To everybody
else, the pages of next semester’s
paper are blank, and I invite you to
help color them.
Next semester promises to hold a
plethora of issues ready to be debated.
Bush and his trigger-happy cohorts
may continue to await a moment when
the rest of the world isn’t looking to
attack Iraq; students, administrators
and law enforcement may convene to
discuss Bates “after dark;” and
inevitably, snow will fall, signaling the
arrival of winter and a new season of
sports to follow with pride and hope.
I look forward to piecing together
another semester’s worth of newspa¬
pers beginning in January, and I hope
you look forward to reading them.
Should you want to get involved, or
simply share your opinions and ideas
with us, don’t hesitate to contact me at
any time. Best of luck wrapping up
the semester, and enjoy your welldeserved holiday break.
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Letters

Recognizing Smokey
Hypocritical Batesies
Room
Shame College

To the Editor:
There is a level of decorum that Bates
College strives for everyday. Since the early
days of Don Harward’s tenure as president,
relations with the community have been
based on mutual respect and kindness.
Community service projects reach out to bet¬
ter mankind. Posters and e-mails fly across
campus as students discuss and argue over
human dignity and kindness. Yet we still
behave like spoiled toddlers every weekend.
The hypocrisy shown each week is
astounding. We see Bates students puking in
the gutters, destroying property, disrespect¬
ing their fellow man, and raging in the streets
like the winos and hoboes they pretend to
want to help during the week.
The only
other place I have seen this behavior is the
preschool.
Children have the excuse of not knowing
better. On the weekends I see all kinds of
evil malevolence toward our fellow man.
Bates students show a lack of respect toward
security, physical plant, and other students.
What is even worse is the lack of respect on
Mondays, when unrepentant drunkards
sheepishly slink into class and complain
about the mess they caused. Others shame¬
facedly admit wrongdoing, yet in a way that
absolves them without actually blaming
them. Take one of last week’s Letters to the
Editor in The Bates Student:
“As 21-year old women who drink each
weekend, we recognize that some college stu¬
dents lose control when they drink. We agree
that we must not ignore this problem but the
Bates community needs to realize that the
reactions thus far tend to be more harmful
than helpful.”
Notice the caveat but. This but is intended
to wheedle out of the responsibility of facing
the problems the writers so freely admitted to
in the previous sentences. Oh, they admit
there is a problem, but it’s not their fault.
They expound on underage drinking, and
agree that there is a problem, yet fail to grant
their own contributions to the problems: they
nod their heads on Monday, but the next
weekend they are firing it all up again, host¬
ing wild keggers for the underclassmen and
generally contradicting any social promises
they had made.
Relations with the community are quickly
deteriorating as well. Campus parties have
moved off campus, and are straining friendly
relations with the community. Bates students
evangelize to elementary students at their
schools, but on the weekends, they don’t care
how many elementary age children their
neighbors have. Bates students are happy to
party all night and play loud rated M music
within eyesight and earshot of these impres¬
sionable youngsters, though our hearts bleed
during the week for control over images of
violence in rap and on TV.
And Bates students don’t care, because if
we did care, these activities would stop. If
we cared about even our fellow Batesies,
Rand would not be destroyed every weekend.
We would not tear toilet paper dispensers
from the walls. We would not piss all over
the floors, puke in the kitchen sinks, or spray
beer all over the entry way windows. We
would not leave our garbage lying around, or
beer cans hidden behind the televisions. We
would not leave all this mess for the over¬
worked and underpaid janitorial staff. This is
the highest level of disrespect; disrespect for
our own living areas.
Even wolves crap in the corner.
So I’m denouncing the atmosphere of
hypocrisy at Bates. I’m calling out all the
frat-boy wannabes, the sorority bitches and
the greasy politicians to do something about
the situation. Stop palming it off on someone
else; stop blaming other people; stop smiling
falsely at the world. Every mess can be pre¬
vented, and being drunk is a poor excuse.
-Preble Law ‘03
Rand Vice-President and RA Rep.

Dear Editor:
I am sorry to learn that “Smokey Room
Talk” will no longer be a regular feature. I
always enjoyed reading it, even when I dis¬
agreed. It was creative, insightful and
humorous.
Thanks Matt and Dominick.
- James W. Carignan
Dean of the College

Maintaining A
Constructive Debate
To the Editor:
We would like to recognize the suffering
and pain that many of us have expressed after
New World Coalition’s week of events, titled
“Justice and Peace in the Middle East,
exploring the possibilities for hope.” We
commend those among us who have found
the strength within yourselves to publicly
express your fears and feelings on the count¬
less issues surrounding the violence and com¬
plexities in the Middle East.
New World Coalition’s mission is to pro¬
mote constructive and peaceful dialogue,
education and action for social justice. While
many of the issues we tackle and perspectives
we display bring strong differences of opin¬
ion, we remain committed to igniting a
respectful exchange of ideas in the complex
situation which we all find ourselves today.
We are dedicated to these ideals, in hope of
uncovering barriers within ourselves and
within our world that perhaps are impeding
the potential for genuine peace and justice.
We hope that we can continue exploring
and promoting the possibilities for peace in
our world, through honest, open, and respect¬
ful dialogue.
- The New World Coalition

Opening Up Theater To
All Batesies
To the Editor:
I could not agree more with Genevieve
Waite’s resolution that the Department of
Theater here at Bates has at times lost touch
with the students and lost touch with the idea
that theatre, in addition to being aesthetically
or didactically fulfilling, must be pleasurable
to participate in and to watch. However, I
would like to correct one major error in
Waite’s reporting. Her statement that the
recent Robinson Players production of the
musical revue “Love Changes Everything”
was (as she says) “Bates’ first actual attempt
at a musical” is incorrect.
In 1998, the Robinson Players staged the
popular Broadway musical “Little Shop of
Horrors” in Gannett Theater and witnessed
the second-largest student audience turnout
in recent Bates theatre history (the largest
turn-out being for the Robinson Players’
2000 production of the — non-musical —
“The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare (abridged)”). In fact, the 82 year
history of the Robinson Players Student
Theatre Group is replete with many success¬
ful forays into musical theatre. Most notable
of all: the Robinson Players were the first
amateur theatre troop in the nation to stage
the popular musical “Marne” after it ended its
initial Broadway run in the 1950s.
Also, to be fair, the Department of Theatre
has tinkered with the idea of exploring musi¬
cal theatre in its courses and programming. In
the Department’s early days, back in the
1970s, a course in “Singing for the Beginning
Actor” was offered. Also, in 2000, Professor
Paul Kuritz directed the Department’s Short
Term Mainstage production of the blue-

grass/gospel musical “Smoke on the
Mountain”. The Music Department has also
hovered over the idea of musical theatre,
offering, for example, the course “American
Musicals on Film” (though, of course, the
theoretical study of theatre in the classroom
is wholly incomparable to its practical appli¬
cation on stage). Finally, rumors are circulat¬
ing amongst the thespians on campus that
Professor Kuritz will once again take up the
standard of the great Broadway brouhaha and
may be directing another musical for one of
next year’s Department Main Stage produc¬
tions.
While I leave the debate over the value of
the American Broadway musical as a legiti¬
mate form of “drama,” as that term is tradi¬
tionally understood, to another time and
place, I do hope that more popular efforts to
make theatre meaningful and exciting for
everyone will begin to blossom at Bates.
Over thirty years ago, director Peter Brook
once cautioned that the growth of mindnumbing media such as television and the
cinema would stagnate the development of
drama and would leave us with a “dead the¬
atre.” I hope Bates will avoid playing a role
in this depressing trend and will do every¬
thing possible to reverse it.

Defending
O’Doherty’s Campaign
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the misin¬
formed letter penned by Jenna Vendil ’06
printed in last week’s issue. Ms. Vendil mis¬
takenly accused State House candidate Brian
O’Doherty of “voter fraud” when students
were unfortunately told their voter registra¬
tion cards had not been confirmed. The truth
must be told.
A major component of Mr. O’Doherty’s
campaign was attracting new Bates voters
who were either politically unaffiliated or not
registered to vote in Maine. O’Doherty tire¬
lessly canvassed the campus attempting to
convince students he was the appropriate
candidate. If he encountered an unregistered
voter, he assisted them in completing a Maine
voter registration card. O’Doherty was legal¬
ly responsible for sending these cards to the
Lewiston City Clerk’s office - Democrat,
Republican, Green, Independent. I am
unaware who the “several people, including
one who worked with the O’Doherty cam¬
paign” were who erroneously informed Ms.
Vendil that the cards were simply not mailed.
On the contrary, the mail-in registration
cards were mailed in and later rejected for
reason beyond the control of the O’Doherty
campaign. The cards were rejected due to
some bureaucratic mystery. Having volun¬
teered for the O’Doherty campaign, I can
personally attest to this unfortunate action.
In fact, I am aware of some Bates students
who
were
registered
through
the
Environmental
Coalition,
hardly
a
Republican bunch, were also turned away
from the polls in a similar situation and
directed to register at City Hall.
Vendil also questions the integrity of the
O’Doherty campaign when she writes, “If
this supposed ‘date mix-up’ was to have
occurred, why didn’t they simply contact the
Bates students and inform them they still
need to be registered?” Let it be known that
when the O’Doherty campaign discovered
that some of the registration cards were not
processed, a leading O’Doherty volunteer
and staunch Democrat, Christopher Laconi
’05 relentlessly called students informing
them of the situation and advising them to

- Matteo Pangallo, Artistic Director
Robinson Players, 2002-2003

Mistakes and Miscues
To the Editor:
In the past two issues of The Student I’ve
noticed some misinformation. In Suzie
Eldridge’s article on “Get Your War On” car¬
toonist David Rees’ presentation, Ms. Eldridge
stated that all of the proceeds from the book go
to help demining efforts in Afghanistan. In
actuality, only Mr. Rees’ author royalties are
going to that effort.
In the most recent issue, Genevieve Waite
stated that “Love Changes Everything” was
“Bates’ first attempt at an actual musical.” I
get the point and agree with Ms. Waite, how¬
ever this fact is wrong. My freshman year I
was in a departmentally produced musical right
here at Bates called “Smoke On the Mountain”
that went up over short term.
- Andrew Akre ‘03

See O’Doherty, p. 4

BATES RATES
Patriots’ loss to the
Oakland Raiders, 27
20

4

We may have lost, but the combined age of your quarterback
and star receiver makes them
legally eligible for federallyfunded Viagra.

Nancy Pelosi elected
House minority leader

^y

Sure she’s two steps right of
socialism, but Democrat or
Republican, you have to give a
thumbs up to the possibility for
a female Speaker of the House.

Arnold
Schwartzenegger
for governor of
California?

^

On the plus side, while most
politicians have battled infla¬
tion, he’s battled a transparent
alien hunter with a thing for
skulls. Jesse Ventura costarred.

Buffalo Wings eating
contest in Village 1

^y

^

^

Who knew so many people
would stop by just to watch two
overfed seniors struggle to
breathe?
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register at City Hall.
More importantly, Vendil’s letter demon¬
strates the unfair, prevalent disrespect shown
for all things Republican. Her claim that
O’Doherty’s
tactics
were
“another
Republican effort to prevent Batesies from
voting” is absurd. I implore you, Ms. Vendil,
when was this first claimed Republican-led
effort to prevent Bates students from voting?
This finger-pointing only serves to impede
rational dialogue across party lines.
Furthermore, Vendil’s comment that
“...many students didn’t have time or
patience to wait for shuttles” is a sad com¬
mentary on the current apathy shown towards
the democratic process by college students
across the nation.
Vendil is certainly not the only one stifling
the conservative voice on campus. Many
O’Doherty campaign signs were found
defaced and tom down. One campus leader
told me that the O’Doherty campaign was in
violation of college policy regarding posting
flyers in residence halls. However, when
questioned about the abundance of “Vote
Environment” signs posted in residence halls,
the leader replied, “I have to admit I haven’t
seen the environment posters.” A clear dou¬
ble standard exists here at Bates.
The O’Doherty campaign’s intentions were
never malicious and hardly partisan.
Regrettably, campus dialogue twisted the
race into a verbal sparring math, accusing
Brian O’Doherty of a terrible sin one can
commit at Bates - being a Republican. The
nation-wide successes of Republicans have
only renewed the resolve to promote an open
and rational political discourse.

Collapse of Israel's Unity
Government May Be Positive
How Peace Could Be Achieved Through This Catalyst

Labor Party, much like the American
Democrats following September 11th, was
OPINION COLUMNIST
rendered ineffectual as a voice of opposition.
The recent collapse of Israel’s National Failing to articulate any alternative blueprint
Unity government has the potential to be a for ending the conflict, the party clung quies¬
much needed catalyst for progress in the cently to Sharon, pitiably insisting to its leftIsraeli-Palestinian peace process. After refus¬ wing constituents that participation in the
ing to approve a budget that allocated signifi¬ National Unity coalition was necessary to
cant funds to the Jewish settlements in the moderate their hard-line leader’s policies.
However, after nearly two years, Sharon’s
West Bank and Gaza, the Labor party led by
then Defense Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, ironhanded policies have failed to alleviate
dissolved its alliance with Prime Minister Ariel Israeli suffering, and consequently the Prime
Sharon’s Likud party. While the immediate Minister has been subject to mounting domes¬
aftermath of this remarkable event will per¬ tic criticism. Labor’s departure will better illu¬
haps bode ill in the short run for Israeli- minate the differences in vision between the
Palestinian relations, its long-term impact may political left and right.
While portions of Israeli public may per¬
ultimately be positive.
As Yossi Beilin (justice minister in the ceive his policies as an effective and proper
Barak government and a key player in the response to suicide bombings, Sharon has
early Oslo agreements) notes in a recent New repeatedly demonstrated his inability to see
York Times editorial, the “national unity gov¬ beyond the day-to-day events of the conflict,
ernment was wrong from the start...[and] the pushing the country into a rut of ceaseless tur¬
moil.
disbanding of the gov¬
Nowhere is this
ernment
was exemplified more blainevitable
and
healthy.”
Beilin
ithe collapse of the tantly than in his
unremitting condemna¬
asserts “there was no
Israeli government and tion of Yasir Arafat,
genuine meeting of
interests behind the
the Upcoming elections despite the fact that
unity government. It
-Oli Wolf ‘06
did not manage to pro¬ offer an opportunity for a of moderation> and he
vide any problem¬
true test of vision and presently is the only
7
,
, . r
7,7,7
Palestinian
political
solving approach that
leadership for both the authority to work with.
could bring together
the left and right. Labor party and the U.S. Therefore- disabling the
j
. .
.
powers and capabilities
Instead, Mr. Sharon
administration, of the Palestinian
managed to drag the
__;
_Authority (P.A.) ensures
Labor Party into the ___
that
Israelis
and
gradual escalation of
Palestinians are unlikely
the conflict with the
to reach a political agreement of any kind.
Palestinians...”
Sharon, no longer tem¬ Furthermore, two years of violence have
pered by the left, has already made proven beyond any reasonable doubt that sheer
several palliative motions to quiet military power (Sharon’s preferred method)
the criticisms of his natural allies on cannot force a settlement. If the Labor party
the right, the most notable of which can convince the public of this truth, Sharon’s
is the appointment of his chief Likud premiership will soon be brought to an end.
By leaving the coalition, Labor puts distance
rival and former Prime Minister,
(1996-99), Binyamin Netanyahu to between itself and Sharon’s futile and counter¬
Minister. While such a productive actions, and can legitimately claim
Earn $1,000 -2,000 this semester with a Foreign
move will likely generate only to be the party capable of establishing a peace¬
proven CampusFundraiser 3-hour harmful effects, the collapse of the ful future. Given that a Palestinian state is rec¬
fundraising event. Our programs Israeli government and the upcom¬ ognized as an inevitability by most observers,
ing elections offer an opportunity for opposition to its creation by many Likud mem¬
make fundraising easy with no risks. a true test of vision and leadership bers (including Netanyahu), should be empha¬
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, for both the Labor party and the U.S. sized by Labor to highlight the dire need for a
change in leadership. But Labor cannot just
so get with the program! It works. administration.
Since the beginning of the present itself during the election campaigns as
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) second (or al-Aqsa) Intifada, the merely the “lesser of two evils,” but as a party
923-3238, or visit:
breakdown of peace talks in late of vision and hope. It is imperative that they
2000, and the subsequent election of articulate a path towards a solution and pledge
www.campusfundraiser.com
Ariel Sharon as Prime Minister, the their commitment to resolving the conflict in
clear and verifiable terms-e.g. fixed time peri¬
0
0 ods and actions to be taken with or without a
if
Palestinian quid pro quo (unilateral withdraw¬
1 Just One Black From
£Peaj!ect
Jor, a aludenX at ^tiend
Campus!
al and abandoning the requirement of
I
1
Palestinian political change, for instance).
Although President Bush’s obvious blunder
1
of lauding Ariel Sharon as a “man of peace”
g
complicates future American policies by inti¬
1
mately tying the two leaders together, he must
now come to accept that, without Labor, the
1
current Israeli government is wholly disin¬
and
$<vt G^adij,
and
clined towards furthering the prospects of
peace between the two peoples. If resolution of
Services Offered
this conflict is indeed a goal of the Bush
Barber cuts & women's styles
administration, then a more active and evenhanded
approach is required. During the Bush
Foils and waxing
presidency, U.S. involvement has been at best
Hot stone & aroma therapy massage
paltry and sporadic serving only to diffuse
Palestinian-Israeli violence to the minimum
Facials, pedicures, manicures, salt glows
1 Many other services
levels needed to accrue enough regional com¬
I
placency towards the darling of Bush’s foreign
policy: war against Saddam Hussein. It must
Gift certificates available in person or by phone
be noted as an aside, that the president’s pro¬
1
fessed concern for Middle Easterners (ostensi¬
I
48 Central Ave. Lewiston, ME (207)786-3363
bly a motivating factor for regime change in
1.
0
by BEN BLOOM
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Iraq), is highly dubious given the administra¬
tion’s feeble commitment to the resolution of
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, in which peo¬
ple of the region are being killed in rapidly ris¬
ing numbers.
In light of Labor’s departure from the
National Unity coalition and a growing antipa¬
thy to settlements among the Israeli public(l),
President Bush is presented with an opportuni¬
ty to lean heavily on Sharon to halt thenexpansion, begin dismantling several of these
outposts, and withdraw from Palestinian cities.
Lacking the united front and legitimizing cov¬
erage supplied by Labor, Sharon will be more
reluctant to defy the U.S. Moreover, the obdu¬
racy of Likud premiers in the face of strong
American pressure and reproach has been
shown in recent years to contribute to lost
elections: Yitzhak Shamir in 1992 and
Binyamin Netanyahu in 1999.
If leaders in the Labor party and the Bush
administration possess even the slightest
amount of political acumen and truly wish to
conclude the current conflict, then they must
present their constituents and the Middle East
region with bold and promising ideas, and
commit their every effort to seeing them
through. Otherwise, Israelis and Palestinians
will be doomed to suffer from the actions of
those in both societies who are unable to see
beyond their immediate horizons, and seek
only to revenge and not resolve the causes of
their pain.
(1 A recent poll in the Israeli newspaper
Yedinot Ahronot showed that roughly 78% of
Israelis thought that the majority of settle¬
ments should be evacuated in peace agreement
with the Palestinians. Interestingly, a similar
survey conducted by the Tami Steinmetz
Center for Peace Research at Tel Aviv
University, found that 73% of Likud voters
also support the dismantling of these outposts)

Digitz...
Number of nuclear bombs
that “Axis of Evil” country
North Korea claims to have
in its possession.

115,120
Amount in dollars a chunk of
Elvis Presley’s vacuumsealed hair sold for via
Internet auctioneer
MastroNet Incorporated.

33
Percent of Americans who
believe in alien abductions.
Roughly equivalent to the
combined viewership of “XFiles” and “Babylon 5”
combined.
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87.7
Millions of dollars made by
“Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets” in its
opening weekend, placing it
behind “Spiderman” and
“Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone” in the top
three biggest openings ever.
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Expanding Our Horizons

An Unfair Influence At The U.N.

A Call For A Korean Language Department At Bates How Security Council Resolution 1441 Is A Charade
by JENNIFER LEE
OPINION COLUMNIST

ing this kind of department would help me
personally. Although I’m a first generation
Korean-American in my family, I do not
speak Korean well because I spent most of
my life speaking English. Luckily (and I
stress the word “luckily”), I understand
Korean and can read pretty well and write a
little, but I need help with my vocal skills!
A Korean language class would really help
me become fluent with my ethnic language
and I’ll be able to pass this skill down to
future generations. In other words, the exis¬
tence of a Korean language department will
help many Korean-Americans retain their
own Korean identity and culture in America.
Learning the Korean language enhances a
developing interest in Korean culture itself.
These days, Korea is slowly starting to step
out of the shadows of obscurity, so why not
deepen this interest by creating more class¬
es on Korean pop culture, history, language,
and more?
I am basically a native of the West Coast.
Bom and raised in Los Angeles, I presently,
live close to Seattle, Washington. Colleges
in both of these states offer courses that give
students the opportunity to learn Korean. In
the University of Washington, they even
have Korean language courses aimed most¬
ly for second generation Korean-Americans.
I understand a huge Korean population does
not exist on this campus, but I really don’t

I couldn’t help but notice it when I first
sent off my acceptance letter to Bates,
informing them I’d become a Bates’ student
and I couldn’t help but notice it when I
started attending Bates last year and I can’t
help but notice it now, especially since I’m
taking a foreign language course. What is
this little observance of mine that slowly
tears my heart to pieces and whispers
annoyingly from the back of my mind every
time I attend my foreign language class, you
ask? The fact that a Korean language

Learning the Korean
language enhances a
developing interest in
Korean culture itself.
These days, Korea is
slowly starting to step
out of the shadows of
obscurity, so why not
deepen this interest...?
department is nonexistent here.
Now, I won’t refrain from admitting I’m
biased. After all, I am Korean-American and
the fact that I see two out of the three major
East Asian languages (Chinese and
Japanese) taught and not all three does not
fail to tick me off and confuse me at the
same time. I know Bates is not the only
school on the East Coast that lacks a Korean
language department. However, this tirade
isn’t just aimed at Bates - it’s aimed at all
schools who refuse to teach the Korean lan¬
guage and thereby fail to recognize it as a
legitimate part of East Asia. After all, what
parts of Asia composes East Asia? China,
Japan, and what was the third one? I believe
it is Korea?
I understand Korea is a small country, and
for some people size might determine
importance, but Japan happens to be a small
country also. I understand that very little is
actually known about Korean pop culture,
so a lot of Americans aren’t very interested
in learning the language, but I happen to
know many international students (mostly
Asians) who want to know how to speak
Korean. Doesn’t this show enough interest
for there to be an actual department for the
Korean language here? I take Japanese 101,
and there are only 10 people (including
myself) taking the course. The amount of
people I know interested in learning Korean
easily matches the same number.
As a Korean-American, I admit that hav¬

I know Bates is not the
only school on the East
Coast that lacks a
Korean language
department. However,
this tirade isn’t just
aimed at Bates - it’s
aimed at all schools who
refuse to teach the
Korean language and
thereby fail to recognize
it as a legitimate part of
East Asia.
see this as an excuse to neglect the Korean
language in the course curriculum.
Since Bates teaches Japanese and
Chinese, they might as well teach Korean
too. Simply put, it’s logical and fair. I make
a plea to the language department! Please
seriously consider adding the Korean lan¬
guage as a part of your department!

by JAMIL ZRAIKAT
OPINION COLUMNIST
The United States, the United Nations, and
specifically the Security Council have hailed the
U.N. Security Council Resolution 1441 as a victo¬
ry, as it was unanimously approved to pave way
for the disarmament of Iraq. This resolution is,
indeed, a victory for the United States. Whether it
is a victory for the United Nations and the world,
in which it is trying to ensure peace, is question¬
able.
Many might argue that the status of the United
Nations has been boosted as the U.S. was forced
to leash itself from any immediate action against
Iraq, and to allow the elimination of the presumed
threat that Iraq poses through the United Nations.
However, those who have been following the
negotiations during the two months leading up to
the adoption of the resolution, and the actual
wording and tone of the resolution, can tell that
despite the certain amendments made to accom¬
modate the other perma¬
nent members, that documi
r
, ■
ment is still American in
form and interest.
First, the United States
has been provided with
,
.
r
. .
the excuse and the justifi- CPOlCe OUt tO
cation to go to war with
Iraq even if Iraq attempts
7
/»
to comply with the
Resolution 1441. The
SO
resolution states “Iraq
.
,
.
has been and remains in
material breach of its
1
obligations under rele¬
vant resolutions,” and
that “its resolution 687 of
1990 authorized member
states to use all necessary
means to uphold and
implement its resolu¬
tions.” In addition, the
U.S. can very safely attack Iraq based on the inva¬
lidity of the Resolution 687 ceasefire in 1991, on
the grounds that Iraqi noncomphance with the res¬
olution annuls the ceasefire.
These loopholes provide the opportunity for the
United States to attack Iraq, legally under U.N.
provisions, even with Iraqi compliance to the new
Resolution 1441. But the United States will not do
that, yet, as Iraq has accepted the resolution and
inspections. It would be much safer for the United
States to wait until Iraq is inspected and disarmed,
or at least when it is assured that Iraq presents no
actual threat in the form of weapons of mass
destruction, and then attack.
The fact is the resolution has left Iraq with no
other choice but to unconditionally accept it.
However, the terms of the resolution are so tight
and so intrusive, that it is impossible for Iraq to
completely adhere to them; that is what the United
States is counting on. The conditions and the lan¬
guage of the resolution are humiliating and harsh,
stripping Iraq of its sovereignty over its land and
airspace, and providing a very comfortable operat¬
ing environment for espionage. Former Chief

The fact is the resolution
has left Iraq with nO other
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or on the basis of preventing Iraq from devel-

or mass destruction programs. The U.S. could in
fact invade Iraq after its
inspection and disarma¬
ment on these grounds.
Unfortunately, the U.S. couldn’t care less about
Kuwait or Saudi Arabia, not now, nor was it 12
years ago when it fought the Iraqis out of Kuwait.
The U.S. does not care about the Iraqi people
who are suffering today because of Saddam
Hussein; it didn’t care 20 years ago when it sup¬
plied Saddam with the means to fight Iran in a war
that claimed hundreds of thousands of lives, and it
did not care 10 years ago when it imposed an
embargo on Iraq that provided an excuse for
Saddam to starve and kill his people and blame the
U.S. for it. It did not care about non-proliferation
of Weapons of Mass Destruction when it provided
Iraq with some to use against Iran. It did not care
about keeping peace when they were consulted by
Saddam about the invasion of Kuwait and were
purposefully giving mixed signals that were taken
as a green light Many of those same people who
were there at the helm 20 years ago and 10 years
ago are at the helm today. I question their purpos¬
es, I question their motives, and I question thenexcuses. And I question this whole ‘conflict’ with
Iraq over the past 12 years, and I call it a CHA¬
RADE.

by Catherine Yu and ban Dargon

YEAH GREEN PARTY!
WOOO!!
Lobby, what are you
doing? You're not a lefty!

Inspector, Scott Ritter, has admitted that his
inspections team was in fact involved in spying for
the United States, through at least two CIA agents
that he knows the U.S. placed on the team, during
the 7-year period when Iraq was in fact in compli¬
ance with Resolution 687.
American-supplied equipment allowed the
teams to listen in on office conversations in
Baghdad, the tapes of which were sent to the
United States to be used for non-disarmament
intelligence purposes. Resolution 1441 unfairly
ignored the fact that Iraq did comply with the
inspections for 7 years, before the withdrawal of
the teams by UNSCOM chief Richard Butler,
without informing the Security Council of his
intent, to pave way for U.S. and British strikes on
Iraq. Media and U.S. Government claims that
Saddam booted the UNSCOM teams out of Iraq
are inaccurate and misleading.
To make Resolution 1441 even more of a ser¬
vant to U.S. interests, it provides for provisions of
the invasion of Iraq in the case that Iraq fails to
comply, but does not
provide a promise to lift
/7
j ,•
the sanctions in the case
of aa success
success of the

&

The difference between left and right, Jane, is
that lefties are naive enough to vote Nader when
it puts Bush in the White House. A hundred thousand
lefties voted Nader in Florida. Had even 500 of
them had a speck of common sense, we'd have a
different president. I'm merely encouraging
them to continue working in my favor.

Wow, I've just become
slightly more cynical
about American politics.

VT^
YOU GO GREENS! KEEP
WA/V, UP THE GOOD WORK!
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Anthro Students Explore An
Lewiston and Bates:
Alternative Currency: Time Meeting The Challenges
Participating In The Maine Time Dollar Hetwork,
Students Trade Music Lessons For Massages
by DAYNA KRAKOWER
STAFF WRITER
Would you like free massages or automobile
repairs? Consider joining the Maine Time
Dollar Network.
The Maine Time Dollar Network, like many
similar networks across the country, is an
organization of neighbors who trade services
and products among each other - without
money.
The network is expanding to
Lewiston/Aubum after wild success in the
greater Portland area.
The Maine Time Dollar Network is similar to
a bartering system; no actual money is
involved, because members’ time is turned into
“time dollars”, redeemable for other members’
time.
In her class “Production and Reproduction,”
anthropology Professor Elizabeth Eames is get¬
ting students to participate in and promote the
arrival of the Maine Time Dollar Network in
the Lewiston/Aubum area.
By joining the network, you earn one time
dollar for every hour you provide a service,
such as babysitting, tutoring, music lessons or
web design. In return, you can spend your time
dollars by using other people’s services.
Juniors Meg Helms and Cresa Pugh each
earned two time dollars by giving a two-hour
Gamelan music lesson to juniors Julie Gage,
Marcy Grossman, and Val Wicks. Helms is
planning to spend her earned time dollars on a
free massage and Pugh has spent them on knit¬
ting lessons.
For Helms, the Maine Time Dollar Network
has been a great experience. “It’s a way for the
community to interact and to meet people you
otherwise wouldn’t get to know,” she said.
Every service is equally valued, therefore
one time dollar earned by tutoring English is
equal to a time dollar earned by doing website
design. Other examples of services include
kayaking, cooking and tickets to Portland
Symphony concerts or Sea Dogs games.

The Lewiston branch of the Maine Time
Dollar Network is growing fast. Each class
member from Professor Eames’ class has
joined the network and have been participating
in the barter exchange system in various ways such as advertising the organization, tutoring
other members, making phone calls and raking
leaves. Students are incorporating the Time
Dollar Network with-in-class lessons, which
examine the relationship between different
types of economies and societies.
There are over 200 Time Dollar Networks
located throughout the United States and
abroad.
The network was invented by economics
professor Edgar Cahn. Through the Time
Dollar Institute, which he founded in 1987,
Cahn hopes to test alternative currencies and
their effects on communities. The institute
helps get networks on their feet, monitors them,
and provides resources to network leaders.
Most recently, Cahn is the author of “No More
Throw Away People,” a book that extends his
interest in seeing everybody contribute, and be
recognized for their contributions, to society.
The network defines its mission statement as
to “develop, test, and assist experiments with a
new medium of exchange, time dollars (also
known as service credits or time banking),
designed to reward altruism, to turn strangers
into extended family, to rebuild community and
to empower persons discarded as useless to
define themselves as contributors helping to
meet critical social needs.”
Anyone can join the Maine Time Dollar
Network by filling out a brief application, and
Bates students are encouraged to do so. On the
application, there is an area to list which types
of services you are able to offer. To locate serv¬
ices offered by other members, there is an
online and printed directory.
To become involved in the Lewiston Time
Dollar program, contact coordinator Charlene
Roberts, croberts@ccmaine.org, or visit the
website at www.mtdn.org.

RA Plans Community Forum
Addressing Recent Student
Behavior and Community Response
RA, from p. 1
was for students to recognize their responsi¬
bilities as members of the Lewiston commu¬
nity, concluding with a solicitation of the
dean’s opinions. “We are very supportive [of
the After Dark Forum,” began Dean Branham.
“We want to talk to liquor enforcement offi¬
cers... to have an exchange about what’s
exactly transpiring, about what’s happening
on Friday and Saturday nights.” She raised
the concerns of students who have expressed
to her “extreme concern about how liquor
enforcement officers are approaching Bates
students,” and hoped the forum would reveal
what civility and responsibility means to stu¬
dents.
Holly Gurney added that the forum would
be a good way to “get all the players in the
same place.” According to her, this would
help mitigate the problems, as “blame does
not lie with any one group.”
Voicing the opinion of the faculty, Dean
Reich claimed that “The faculty is impressed
with the students” as they “live in at least two
worlds.” She pondered the balancing act of
the typical Batesie, who juggles both a social
life and an academic life. “I would urge all of
us to think about what’s going to happen,” she
said. “How do we work together to achieve

that [balance]?”
In response, Chairperson Hochstadt pro¬
posed a new plan of action for students. “You
have to be more willing to name names. If
you guys are unwilling, it’s very difficult to
do something.” He believes the problems
originate from “a small number of students.”
He added “They’re not going to change what
they’re doing until you change what you’re
doing.” Speaking on behalf of the professors,
he assumed partial responsibility for the prob¬
lem in not doing enough to protect those stu¬
dents who do name names. He expressed this
method of change as a necessary goal of the
After Dark Forum: “If we don’t change we
can keep talking forever.”
Student Kelsey Evans expressed doubt of
Hochstadt’s plan. “If you want students to
name names it’s hard... we all come and eat
together in the same building.” She went on
to note that the small school’s student rela¬
tions would be strained, and that every effort
should be made so that students naming prob¬
lematic students would not be harassed.
In other news, Veysey reported that
Pettengill will remain open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week beginning after
Thanksgiving break. He is working to pro¬
vide a 24 hour study location that remains
open for the entire semester.

Of No Child Left Behind
by KATIE BURKE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
With the implementation of the “No Child
Left Behind” Act, the face of American edu¬
cation changed drastically. With new meas¬
ures of accountability and enforced
improvement guidelines, the bill has put
immense pressure on schools to meet annu¬
al yearly progress and to augment testing
scores and achievement. The schools in
Lewiston are no exception to this pressure.
They are constantly examining ways to take
pressure off overworked teachers and to
impact student learning. A unique partner¬
ship between Bates students and Pettingill
School has proved to be one such mecha¬
nism for the city and also part of a national
study to examine reading improvement for
elementary school children.
The partnership began last year as the
brainchild of Gail Bumpus, Pettingill’s
school psychologist. It placed three Bates
students in Pettingill School with a group of
children whose reading needed improve¬
ment. They provided reading activities and
strategies for the students as well as individ¬
ual attention, which is usually difficult to
get in large classrooms. One of the Bates
students was Jessica Matthiae, a sophomore
Psychology/Music major from Missoula,
Montana. Having enjoyed the program last
year and the positive response of both stu¬
dents and teachers to its efficacy, Matthiae
signed on to be the student coordinator for

this year’s expanded program.
What began last year as a pilot has grown
into a site for national examination of read¬
ing improvement and a much larger target
group. Matthiae estimates that the program
now serves forty to forty five students in
grades one through four with the aid of nine
Bates students. The Bates students, ranging
from freshman to seniors, spend thirty min¬
utes three times a week testing students,
reading with them, and providing them with
strategies for improving reading. According
to Matthiae, “The greatest strength of the
program is being able to give kids individual
attention. For many of these kids, reading
really causes frustration, so they are looking
around in their regular classrooms feeling
lost. Decreasing frustration while increas¬
ing confidence and achievement is the driv¬
ing force behind the initiative.”
While the Bates students are working on
reading techniques, simultaneous research is
taking place on what is working and what is
not, with the hopes that “best practice”
understanding will be able to help schools
nationwide equip students with reading
prowess. Until then, Matthiae struggles
with scheduling knowing that the end results
of this program involve increase ease for
teachers and help for struggling students.
She notes, “the kids love it right now, and
that is the most important thing. If they are
having an easier time with reading and
school, this program is worth it.”

Understanding Multicnlturalism in
the Context of U.S.-Japan Relations
by SARAH PARUOLO
STAFF WRITER
A small, informal group gathered in the
Muskie Archives on Friday afternoon,
November 14th, to hear Professor Yukiko
Woshiro speak on “Race as International
Identity:
‘Miscegenation’ in U.S.Japanese Relations.” This was one of the
T.G.I.F. lectures this semester focusing on
Multiculturalism.
Professor Woshiro’s lecture focused on
the children of American soldiers and
Japanese women during WWII and how
the impact of these children has encour¬
aged internationalization and globaliza¬
tion concepts in Japanese society. This
globalization is often viewed by other
countries as Americanization, forcing and
imposing American ideals and values
upon innocents. Unfortunately, for many
of these children, the long-term effects do
not justify the hard times which they were
forced to endure, said Woshiro.
Professor Woshiro noted the image of a
“standard American” that is held by many
outside the U.S. For the children of these
wartime relationships, cultural adaptation
proved much easier than the “superficial”
physical adaptation craved by so many
more. She theorized that much of the
hardship was self-imposed by the chil¬
dren, yet it grew from an indifferent atti¬
tude of American citizens, failing to rec¬
ognize the ethnocentric nature of their
own attitudes.
The highly visible Douglas MacArthur
compounded the problem by publicly by
accepting the segregation of Japanese and
Americans. Looking to further the supe¬
rior image of America during the war, he
attempted
to
enforce
the
“No
Fraternization Rule” prohibiting the mix-

ing of the US soldiers with the Japanese
public. This made the hierarchy highly
visible in his mind and showed the
American soldiers as “conquerors”. His
plan was somewhat foiled, however, when
Japanese radio stations broadcasted the
news of the first Japanese-womanAmerican-soldier baby, describing it as “a
rainbow across the pacific.”
The practices did not stop in Japan, but
continued throughout the United States
with the Japanese internment camps, and
laws of fourteen states prohibiting mar¬
riage between Asians and Americans.
Professor Woshiro also noted that the fail¬
ure to distinguish between Asians and
Asian-Americans in this case, whether
intentional or accidental, also further
injured the integration of these children.
Professor Woshiro explained that due to
much of the surrounding taboos of the
Japanese-American children, referred to
in Japan as “halfs” or “mixed bloods,”
many mothers gave up their children,
forcing these already stigmatized children
to lead lives without families. T
Although these half American half
Japanese people did not simply disappear,
the issue began to dissipate. Professor
Woshiro hypothesized that as the two
societies began to grow more multi-cul¬
tural these Japanese-American children
did not seem to stand out quite as much.
They, along with many other “mixed
blood” people, have developed to have a
“multi-racial” identity, distinct from both
American
and
Japanese
models.
Professor Woshiro also pointed out that
this change can be noted in the language,
as there has been a change from negative
words such as “halfs” to more positively
connoted words, such as “doubles” show¬
ing two identities, not a lack of one-.
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Three From Bates Protest Former School Of The Americas In Georgia Donor Denounces
by JASON HIRSCHHORN
NEWS EDITOR

South American countries, to “promote democ¬
racy,” but actually protect the United States’
interests is more like it, the trio says. The
Economic interests of the U.S. and the oppres¬
sion of those who seek change in the govern¬
ments of the other countries are the first prior¬
ity of WHISC, say Lierman, Blackford and
Johnson-Breimeier.
The trio, funded by Bates’ New World
Coalition, Amnesty International and some of
their own fundraising, arrived at Fort Benning
on Saturday. On Saturday, education was the
focus of the day. The Bates trio, along with
others from across the country and Latin and
South America, attended forums on the prac¬
tices of WHISC. They also heard directly from
some of the many people from Latin and South
America who have experienced the violence of
those trained by WHISC. On Saturday night,
information sessions led into legal information
sessions focused on the legal repercussions of
“crossing the line” on Sunday. All protestors
agreed to engage in non-violence, but many
also planned to utilize the techniques of civil
disobedience by crossing an enforced line and
being arrested. Lawyers briefed the protestors
on Saturday night that a set of lawyers had
agreed to represent any person who was arrest¬
ed, free of charge. Each protestor was given
the phone number of a lawyer and instructed to
write it somewhere on their body and to call it
if arrested.
On Sunday, protestors rallied outside of the
gates of Fort Benning. Names of people who
died as a result of WHISC graduates were read.
Following the reading of each name, the crowd
chanted, “Presente,” to signify the presence of
the individual’s spirit. Some protestors carried
a flag that said “Follow me” on it and led peo¬
ple across the fence where they were arrested
by police or armed guards for trespassing.
According to Lierman, 97 people were arrested
this past weekend. Last year, nearly half of
those arrested received jail time between three
and six months, according to Lierman. Those
arrested this year were older than last year,

Three Bates students were among the nearly
10,000 who participated in a non-violent
protest of the Western Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation (WHISC) this past week¬
end in Fort Benning, Georgia. WHISC which changed its name from “School of the
Americas” according to its charter - exists to
“provide professional education and training to
eligible personnel of nations of the Western
Hemisphere within the context of the demo¬
cratic principles set forth in the Charter of the
Organization of American States (such charter
being a treaty to which the United States is a
party), while fostering mutual knowledge,
transparency, confidence, and cooperation
among the participating nations and promoting
democratic values, respect for human rights,
and knowledge and understanding of United
States customs and traditions.”
Bates junior Trent Lierman, first-years
Henry Blackford and Hannah JohnsonBreimeier and the ten thousand others who
protested the existence and practices of the
organization hold a different viewpoint than
the one expressed in the organization’s charter.
The trio drove 24 hours down to Georgia with
six University of New Hampshire students
over the past weekend. Lierman said he
learned about WHISC through his summer
internship with the Torture Abolition Survivors
Support Coalition (TASSC). He came in con¬
tact with a nun who was tortured in Guatemala
by Government officials who were torturing
individuals who were bringing human rights
violators to trial. “I learned of many human
rights abusers who had graduated from
WHISC and how our tax dollars support this
school which teaches graduates to oppress the
people of their own country in a violent and
often atrocious manner,” said Lierman.
Lierman, Blackford and Johnson-Breimeier
indicated that WHISC trains soldiers from
other countries, mainly Latin American and

many more nuns and older men were arrested.
A funeral procession also took place on
Sunday, with people marching in rows of ten
holding crosses and flags. The flags and cross¬
es were placed silently across the entrance to
the gate.
Lierman said that the weekend protest
“exposed some of the oppression that the U.S.
military commits indirectly in Latin and South
America. It uses its influence to indirectly
commit murder.” Blackwood said that he
recalled one conversation between a protestor
and a pro-WHISC attendee. The protestor
described the practice of WHISC as “outsourc¬
ing the dirty work” of the U.S. Government, by
not directly committing the acts, but training
the soldiers who will commit human rights vio¬
lations in support of U.S. interests. JohnsonBreimeier said, “Our protest in the U.S. helps
show solidarity with other countries - we show
other people that the U.S. cares about their
interests and them, the people of the countries.
There was a huge population of people from
other countries protesting WHISC, in thenown country and we came together in solidari¬
ty against the organization.”
The protest occurred this past weekend,
because it was the anniversary of six Jesuit
priests being killed in El Salvador in a human
rights mission by WHISC graduates, according
to Lierman.
The WHISC was created by the Floyd D.
Spence National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2001. It was signed into law by
President Bill Clinton on October 30, 2000.
Before this date, the organization was known as
the School of the Americas.
The Bates trio said that individuals who want to
stop the work of WHISC should write letters to
their State representatives and senators in
Washington., as continued funding for the organi¬
zation’s mission narrowly passed in Congress a
few years ago, according to Lierman.
More
information
is
available
at
www.soawatch.org and www.benning.army.mil/
whinsec/institute_charter.htm.

Student Behavior
With Pocketbook
Donor, from p. 1
Additionally, Representative Assembly
President Graham Veysey is arranging to
meet with the disheartened donors in an
attempt to explain that the few bad apples
disrupting the neighborhood are not repre¬
sentative of Bates students, who are general¬
ly highly intelligent, hard-working and
relentlessly respectful young citizens.
While Veysey has never before met with an
alumni donor, he looks forward to the oppor¬
tunity to represent Bates students - even if the
first time is under negative circumstances.
“A donation is so much more than its mone¬
tary value,” Veysey said Monday, “it’s a sym¬
bol of one’s commitment to the College.”
Veysey went on to explain that, while
alarming, he does not perceive recent student
behavior, nor the donors’ decision, as a dire
situation. “We’re by no means in a crisis, but
we do need to address these issues and begin
a dialogue,” Veysey said.
As leaders of the Student Philanthropy
Initiative (SPI), a student group dedicated to
philanthropy awareness, Anthony Bramblett
and Matthew Lamson reacted remorsefully to
the news of the donors’ decision. In a written
statement made Monday the two students
spoke for their peers, “Although our inten¬
tions that night seemed innocent, our actions
caused a negative impact on the community.
We need to learn to be respectful regardless
of our neighbors’ status as donors. In this
case, the consequences were significant. Our
mistakes have caused us to lose the support
and respect of not only one of our neighbors
but an alumnus donor. Friends and alumni
support Bates as an investment that yields a
group of people who will benefit their com¬
munity. We have failed to make good on our
promise.”
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Richard Russo: Fun for
Bates College... And Nuns
by LEE DAVIS

ARTS EDITOR
Richard Russo addressed the Chase Lounge
audience last Thursday with the idea that his
reading would be fun for either those who have
been in a writers workshop... or are a nun.
“Are there any nuns here?” Russo questioned,
simultaneously smirking in a self-satisfied
manner. The audience uncomfortably laughed
at the spontaneity of this seemingly absurd
question- little did we know how differently
we would envision nuns after hearing Richard
Russo read from his short story, “The Whore’s
Child.”
For those in the dark, Richard Russo is a
Maine inhabitant (Camden, ME), an author,
and a 2002 Pulitzer Prize winner for his most
recent novel “Empire Falls.” He was brought
to Bates through a literary benefit, the Writers
Harvest, a cause to fight hunger and poverty
(“nourishment for the mind and the body”)
sponsored by the national hunger organization,
Share Our Strength (SOS).
So on with the story: “The Whore’s Child”
pictures the unexpected enrollment of a nun,
Sister Ursula, in the narrator’s advanced fiction
workshop. She is a nun of an “all but extinct
order of Belgian nuns” who occupy a house not
too far away from the narrator. The narrator is
rightfully baffled by the Sister’s presence in his
class as the enrollment is only reserved for stu¬
dents who have fulfilled the demanding pre¬

requisites. He allows her to stay, however, as
Sister Ursula herself “was nearly as big as a
linebacker, yet more persuasive than this was
her body language, which suggested that once
settled, she was not used to moving.” The
story continues with the four installments that
Sister Ursula writes of her “memoir” for the
class that depicts her wretched life growing up
in a Belgian convent and eventually becoming
a nun in the United States.
Centered at the lounge’s podium, Richard
Russo spoke with a small bit of nervousness,
but his playful style at which he wrote the story
clearly came through. One could tell he rather
enjoyed toying with his reader’s/audiences
emotions by abruptly switching from moments
of pure, tragic pathos (the whole world seems
to be against Sister Ursula from the start) and
Sister Ursula’s hilarious bitter cynicism with a
keen sense of timing.
The first line of installment number one gives
us a great sense of this when Sister Ursula
writes, “In the convent I was known as the
whore’s child.” The fact that Sister Ursula was
called a child of a whore (this is in fact true in
the story) by both the convent nuns and chil¬
dren is no joking matter. The line, however, is
so absurd because Sister Ursula constantly
divulges every single detail of her torment,
especially when you least expect it, leaving
See Russo, p. 10

The Best North American
Rock Albums of 2002
by NATHAN HARRINGTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Though my title for this article may be rather
ambitious given how few new albums I’ve
actually purchased this year, I’d like to roll
four reviews into one so as to draw your atten¬
tion to a few new recordings which might
make good holiday gifts for your friends and
family.
Moby’s follow up to his 1998 smash-hit Play
was at first a disappointment. I bought 18 on
my last night in Lisbon, Portugal hoping it
would rock me through my 24 hour trek back
to Washington, DC. What I got instead was an
hour’s worth of seemingly listless, melancholy
songs with refrains like, "Sunday was a bright
day, yesterday/Now dark clouds have come
into the way" and "One of these
momings/Won’t be very long/You will look for
me/And I’ll be gone." I didn’t find the celebra¬
tory dance jam I was looking for until track 17.
("The Rafters" is a gem in the classic Moby
style: he has sampled a six-second clip of a
female gospel singer humming in satisfaction
and repeated it ad nauseum for three minutes,
backed by a killer dance beat and jock-jam
keyboards). But I include 18 here as one of the
best albums of the year because it is the only
one which truly speaks to the historical
moment. While other artists seem to have used
their music as an escape from the world which
was falling apart around them as they
rehearsed and recorded last year, Moby, who
lives in Manhattan and was profoundly affect¬
ed by September 11th, chose to directly con¬
front the sense of loss and confusion that fol¬
lowed the tragedy. Moby won’t be able to sell
these songs for TV commercials so easily the
way he did with Play, but he has made a beau¬
tiful, sensitive record, the nuances of which are

not necessarily apparent upon first listening.
The Counting Crow’s Hard Candy, released
in July, has been begging for a review in The
Student all semester. Surely there are others
more qualified for the task than myself, but
here we go: It’s commercialized, sparse on
lyrical content and more of the same musical¬
ly, but damn it, it’s the Counting Crows, and it
rocks. I must confess that I thoroughly enjoy
even the vacuously popish "American Girls,"
(featuring Sheryl Crow) which commercial
radio has overplayed unforgivably. Instead of
lamenting the fact that the Counting Crows
have never recaptured the authentic spiritual
intensity of 1994’s August and Everything
After and probably never will, let’s relish the
yuppie feel-good quality of songs like "Good
Time," in which Stevie Wonder keyboards and
a delicate acoustic arrangement provides the
backdrop for Duritz’s palatable vocal sincerity.
The album is at its strongest in the final tracks:
"Up All Night (Frankie Miller Goes to
Hollywood)" is a foot tapping coming-of-age
anthem for a thirty-something who has finally
realized that "it’s too late too get high."
Musically, "Holiday in Spain" is a rewrite of
"Long December," while its lyrics elaborate on
the Andalusian motif from "Mr. Jones.” After
the conclusion of this romantic piano piece and
30 seconds of silence, patient listeners are
treated to a bold reinterpretation of Joni
Mitchell’s environmental protest song "Big
Yellow Taxi." Whatever Hard Candy lacks in
musical innovation it makes up for with clever
packaging and striking pictures of the still
heavily dread-locked Adam Duritz, making it
well worth picking up for your little sister.

Becky Greenberg/ The Bates Student

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Richard Russo spoke at Bates last Thursday
in Chase Lounge. If you were lucky enough to have made it, you could have
had your book signed by the author. Thank you, Mr. Russo!

This Week At the Ronj
As always, The Ronj is open weekday morn¬
ings and every night of the week, for your caffeinating pleasure. Our workers love to get vis¬
itors, so stop by and have a hot drink on a cold
November night! Tuesday is Dollar Hot
Chocolate Night, and, of course, Thursday
night is the ever-popular Dollar Chai Night.
Staff and faculty can enjoy all hot drinks for
half-price, all the time. And everyone is invit¬
ed to try our Bobcat Breakfast Special: any
baked good and a medium coffee during our
new morning hours, for only $1.50.
The big event this week is the return of THE
JASON SPOONER TRIO to The Ronj stage
on Thursday, November 21. This international¬
ly-toured roots- and blues-inspired folk group
is led by Maine native (and acoustic
singer/songwriter legend) Jason Spooner. The
Portland Phoenix raves that
Spooner’s fresh lyricism is “like a
Monet painting.” The Casco Bay
Weekly lauds Spooner’s talents:
“His melodies and lyrics are wellcrafted and memorable. His singing
is effective, and his guitar playing is
beautiful without being showy.
Anybody with an interest in singersongwriter music will definitely be
interested in Jason Spooner.”
Spooner is backed up by bass gui¬
tar maestro Andy Rice, known for
his broad musical palette that
encompasses everything from funk
to big band, folk to jazz. Local
drumming legend Reed Chambers
rounds the group off with his solid
rhythmic foundation and brings to
the Trio a widely diverse and skilled

background in reggae, hip hop, rock, and R&B.
The new acoustic sound the Trio brings to the
stage is the “unique blend of influences”
(WERS) and the “myriad of styles” (WMPG)
that is characteristic of Spooner’s music. Face
Magazine cheers Spooner and his music
because he “represents a new generation of
singer-songwriter. One who knows the tradi¬
tion without being imprisoned by it. Folk,
Rock, Country and Blues mix with Funk and
Hip-Hop creating a music that is both tradi¬
tional and thoroughly modem.”
The concert starts at 9:00pm on Thursday in
the Performance Room at The Ronj, over on
Frye Street. Don’t miss out on this great show!
It’s absolutely FREE of charge for all members
of the Bates and Lewiston/Aubum communi¬
ties. Brought to you by The Ronj.

Attn: Bates Students!

Holiday break not exciting
enough? Spice it up! Make
some cash, build your resume
and work with our student
team. Call or apply online.
883 4900.

www.winterbreakwork.com

See Rock ‘n Roll, p. 10
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Harry Potter: Chamber of Secrets
by EMILY ALDEN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I used to say “if I claim to dislike kid’s
movies, it will show that I am a more mature
person for it.” I was pretty dam mature for a
few years, but discovered the concept didn’t
really hold water one Christmas when I was
talking movies with my six-year-old cousin.
Since then, I’ve more freely enjoyed kids’
movies, as I did last week at the Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets opening. If you
haven’t seen the movie yet, you already missed
out on one of the two circumstances that really
make audiences fifteen and older enjoy a film
like Harry Potter, opening night. The other is a
young relative, and if you’re like me, the kid’s
parents or grandparents have most likely cheat¬
ed you out of that already. What can I say,
maybe now’s a good time to join Big Brother/
Big Sister.
I’m too harsh; Harry Potter: Chamber of
Secrets is a fun movie that you will certainly
enjoy even without the aid of an audience
enthused by opening night or a young cousin.
The special effects were excellent in many
ways. There were awesome chase scenes, on
broomstick or in magic flying cars, of course.
There was also an impressive digital cast of
characters, from monster snakes and spiders, to
a little house-elf named Dobby. I can’t quite fit
him into a caricature from past movies, but
he’s something like a new Yoda, only entirely
lacking any shred of wit or reason. Dobby was
one of. the best characters in the movie, even
stealing scenes from Harry at the beginning.
This could spell a huge coup for digital effects.
Unfortunately, it’s only against child actors.
This movie does have some extraordinary
performances from non-digital characters.
Kenneth Branagh plays Gilderoy Lockhart, the
defense against the dark arts professor. He was
both brilliantly conceited, and completely
ignorant of it. One of the many great touches

was his self-portrait of a self-portrait. Of
course, wizard portraits have the ability to
move, and therefore act, so his painted self was
an even smugger and more conceited Lockhart.
He was hysterical to watch in almost every
scene he was in.
The largest difficulty for this movie franchise
was finding child actors capable of taking on
the awesome task of portraying the book’s
sophisticated characters. Ron Weasley ended
up being the best of the child acting lot, and
that’s simply because his character has always
been a stereotypical scared boy. That is a role
child actors have always thrived at with great
ease (insert image from Home Alone here).
Harry is perfectly good at this role, but not
impressive at all. The sad truth is that Goyle
does a more interesting Harry than Daniel
Radcliffe. Too bad, because the story relies so
heavily on the students and what they do.
The story begins during the summer before
Harry’s second year at Hogwart’s School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. His plights are many
and varied. He is plagued by his muggle
guardians, who focus their fear of his magical
gifts into smothering oppression. Brilliant. Just
try to deny it, when you were a kid, if your par¬
ents were mad at you, it was because they
completely misunderstood your gifts. I, for
example, was very good at the sneak attack
wedgie, a gift that was squashed out of me by
my un-obliging parents. Harry is the arch¬
enemy of Lord Voldemort, the most feared and
evil sorcerer in the wizard world. Not a com¬
mon experience for most kids, but fear not,
there is still Harry’s ordeal with ridiculing
classmates.
The particular threat this time is toward
“Mud-bloods”, or wizards and witches who do
not come from wizard families, but rather
Muggle families. Lord Voldemort and his fol¬
lowers don’t think they are of equal status, so

by E. LANG AND FURBIE
See Potter, p. 10

Boondock Saints: One of the Most
Popular Cult Films of All Time
by JENNIFER LEE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
“And shepherds we shall be, for thee my
lord for thee. Power hath descended forth
from thy hand so our feet may swiftly carry
out thy command. And we shall flow a river
forth to thee and teaming with souls shall it
ever be. E Nomini Patri, E fili, E Spiritu
Sancti.”
Never before released in theaters, The
Boondock Saints, directed by first time direc¬
tor Troy Duffy, surprisingly turns out to be
one of the most popular cult films ever made.
First sold to Miramax Films for $450,000,
Miramax later rejected the project even after
agreeing to gain ownership to the Los Angeles
pub Duffy worked at due to complications
over contracts and casting disagreements. Elie
Samaha’s Franchise Pictures (Elie who?)
picks up the project from where it is left, mak¬
ing it possible for the public to eventually
view this well- played out flick on video in
1999.
The film revolves around two Irish
American brothers Connor (Sean Patrick
Flanery, Powder) and Murphy MacManus
(Norman Reedus, Blade 2) living in a desti¬
tute, Irish neighborhood located in Boston
who work in a meat packing factory for a liv¬
ing. In the beginning, the film portrays the
brothers as average, fun-loving guys who love
to quench their thirst with a nice swig of alco¬
hol at their favorite pub. On the eve of St.
Patrick’s Day where “everyone’s Irish,” the
Russian mafia threatens to put this pub out of
business. A fight between the Russian thugs
and the brothers ensues, and with some skill
and Irish luck, the Russians end up sorely
beaten. To regain their pride, the Russian
mobsters return to the MacManus’ destitute
apartment to wreak their vengeance. Through

A Second Look at Middle Earth

their quick wit, the brothers manage to kill the
Russian thugs through self-defense and steal
their weapons along with a large amount of
money.
After realizing an extremely intelligent and
openly gay FBI agent named Paul Smecker
(Willem Dafoe, Spiderman) figured out what
occurred, the brothers turn themselves in and
tell their story to Smecker who, finding noth¬
ing to charge them with, releases them. The
news of their story soon leaks to the press,
and the Boston public dubs the two brothers
as saints. That night, the brothers receive what
they deem to be a God-given mission to
“destroy all that which is evil, so that which is
good will flourish.” Immediately realizing the
amount of good they can accomplish for soci¬
ety and the amount of wealth they can obtain
through their killings, the brothers eagerly
pursue their newfound status.
Rocco (David Della Rocco), a good friend
of the brothers who worked for the Italian
mafia as a package boy since his high school
days and lacks a bit in the intelligence depart¬
ment, joins the brothers in their vigilante
quest after realizing his life was going
nowhere in the Italian mafia and had nothing
to lose. Rocco eventually dubs himself as the
“Saints,” informant and connection to the bad
people he met through his errands in the
Italian mafia. Throughout Boston, the trio
wreaks havoc amongst the people they deem
to be evil, especially the Italian mafia.
The head of the Italian mafia, Giuseppi
Yakavetta, who fears for the survival of his
mafia, asks for the release of II Duce (Billy
Connolly, White Oleander), an extremely
dangerous man taken out of jail and sent on
missions only when the Italian mafia tried to
get rid of their own members. Giuseppi (aka
See Saints, p. 10

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

of the book who were disappointed with these
crucial omissions can now find them integrated
seamlessly into the film.
The part of the extended DVD version that
some viewers may not completely enjoy is what
seems to be a slower beginning. Significant
screen time is devoted to the development of the
Hobbits in the Shire—and most noticeably, the
development of Bilbo Baggins. While the
development of Bilbo is true to the book and
interesting, it arguably breaks the pace of the
early phases of the movie. For the viewer that is
anxious to get into the more rapid pace of the
story, the extended beginning seems to drag on
longer than it should. For a hue fan of the book,
or for viewers that are not as concerned with
jumping straight into die action, the extended
beginning may not be problematic at all.
Enjoyment of the new form of the movie may
also depend on what genre of movie one expects

Peter Jackson, director of Lord of the Rings,
has set a new standard for the home video indus¬
try with the release of The Lord of the Rings:
Fellowship of the Ring, Special Extended
Edition. The huge success of last year’s
Fellowship release left fans hanging for the next
installment of the trilogy—next month’s The
Two Towers. But for the fans who can’t wait one
last month, the revolutionary DVD release is
sure to please.
In one sense, the extended version of the film
is simply more of a good thing. An extra thirty
minutes of footage, incorporated back into the
film, blends into the movie as if it had never
been absent. The vivid, digitally enhanced color
saturates the new film, while newly composed
music fills the background of each new or
extended scene.
The added
footage shows
an incredible
amount of char¬
acter develop¬
ment in the
mere thirty extra
minutes
of
screen
time.
The characters
in the original
form of the
movie
that
Movie Times Effective Fri.
seemed
to
remain undevel¬
oped
now
appear to be
fully
potent
characters. Part
of the develop¬
ment of these
characters
is
found in scenes
that were crucial
in the books, but
needed to be cut
for time con¬
straints in the
movie.
Now,
with the time
constraints
removed, the
scenes
are
restored. Fans

See Rings, p. 10
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11/22 Through Tues. 11-26

Die Another Day (PG13)

1:05,4:05, 7:05, 9:45

Harry Potter (PG)

12:15,1:15,2:30,3:30,4:30,6:30, 7:00,

and the Chamber of Secrets

8:00,9:45 (11:00 Sat. and Sun. Only)

8 Mile (R)

1:15,4:00,7:15,9:35,

White Oleander (PG13)

4:50,9:30

My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG) 12:50,2:50,7:25
Santa Clause 2 (G)

12:30,2:45,5:00,7:10,9:20

The Barbershop (PG13)

4:05,9:50

Jackass: The Movie (R)

1:00, 3:00,4:55, 7:30, 9:25

The Ring (PG13)

1:20,4:10,7:20,9:45

Sweet Home Alabama (PG13)

12:40,7:20
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Lord of the Rings: As If Huge
Couldn’t Get Any Bigger,
• ••

Rings, from p. 9
when watching Fellowship. Those who enjoy
the brilliantly filmed fight scenes will not be dis¬
appointed with the footage re-added to the fight
in Balin’s Tomb with the cave troll or the extend¬
ed final fight scene with the fighting Uruk-hai at
Parth Galen. Those who seek the extended edi¬
tion in hopes that it will remain true to the books
will be delighted to see more about Golem’s
background, details about Aragom’s struggles,
and a new depth to Boromir’s formerly simple
character. Those who expect a true epic motion
picture should seek out the extended edition over
the original theater version, perhaps most of all.
The added development of the hobbits’ simple
and peaceful fives, the more complex characters,
and the inclusion of the entire “gift-giving”
scene which even the director admits is crucial
in the later movies are all sure to make this film
more exhilarating and interesting.
Aside from the great extended version of the
film itself, the DVD set contains two additional
discs of footage. These two disks include inter¬
views with cast members, explanations of how
important color was in every scene and how it
was used, and answers regarding how the movie
was able to incorporate hobbits into scenes with
humans without the use of blue-screens. In a
sense, the “Appendices,” as they are called in

this set, explain the process by which the direc¬
tor, producers, and cast members where able to
adapt J.R.R. Tolkien’s book into a stunning
movie. For the curious viewer, the additional
discs allow one to understand how the movie
was able to achieve a sense of reality in a fan¬
tastic world. For others, they provide many gal¬
leries filled with production photographs, art¬
work, and graphics. Still others are likely to be
interested merely in the extended scenes and
enjoy the effects the movie is able to achieve
without ever understanding the “behind-thescenes” work. In any case, you are likely to
enjoy any of the additional discs that you choose
to adventure into.
Director Jackson, in an interview was quick to
point out, “I’m not a big fan of the term ‘direc¬
tor’s cut,’ because that kind of implies that the
preferred version of the movie wasn’t the one
that was released in the cinemas, and in this case
it certainly was. But I’m a huge fan of special
edition DVDs, and I really think it’s a great
opportunity to be able, now, to restore back into
the movie about thirty minutes worth of extra
footage.” In this sense, the extended version
isn’t intended to be the popular version of the
film. The new DVD is great, but seems to be
intended primarily for the serious fans, while
still potentially appealing to all viewers. In any
event, the new version of the film is a great way
to prepare for the upcoming sequel in December.

Four Music Reviews in One, Our Treat
Rock ‘n Roll, from p. 8
With regards to Beck Hansen, Andy Kadin hit
the nail on the head in October 1st issue of The
Student. Sea Change is Beck’s most mature
work, and a likely pick for Rolling Stone’s
album of the year, despite being shunned by
commercial radio. "The Golden Age" is alumi¬
nous, soothing hymn for every depressed ado¬
lescent, and may eventually help prevent as
many suicides as R.E.M.’s "Everybody Hurts."
"Paper Tiger" is so peculiar and exciting that it
simply cannot be compared to anything that
has ever been made before. If your parents are
anything like mine, they will love Sea Change.
But the best album of the year was made by
a band out of Pittsburg which, while hardly
underground, you definitely won’t hear on top
40 radio. Like many who know and love the
old acoustic, eco-folk rock Rusted Root, I was
taken aback in June when I heard Welcome to
My Party for the first time. "They’ve aban¬
doned their roots for booty-shaking crap," I
told my friends. I could not have been more
wrong. Luckily for me, I persisted, and
Welcome to My Party became my sound track
for the summer. Michael Glabicki’s unforget¬
table voice of longing is still there, as is Jim

Donovan’s pulsating African percussion.
But this is no rewrite of When I Woke,
because Rusted Root has discovered funk: I
challenge anyone to show me a sexier new
song than "Women Got My Money." Patrick
Norman lays down a base fine that would make
George Clinton envious, while Liz Berlin and
Jenn Wertz’ persistent, repetitive backing
vocals recall Bob Marley’s back-up trio, the IThree’s. The chorus, explosive almost to the
point of orgasmic, must be heard to be
believed. John Buynak contributes a guitar
solo somewhere in between Jerry Garcia and
Sublime, and Donavan’s drum-kit and warped
tambourine loop are supplemented by no less
than three guest percussionists pounding on
Congas, Timbales, Wah Wah Klavinet, and the
inevitable cow bell. Rusted Root is that rare
band with more than one lead singer/song¬
writer: Berlin and Wertz each offer up their
own sassy R&B ditty. Welcome to My Party
also features several old fashioned acoustic
love ballads, the best of which, "Blue
Diamonds," builds to a stunning emotional
crescendo. Welcome to My Party is sure to
please anyone on your holiday shopping fist.
With these recommendations, I wish you
happy shopping. Remember, it’s your patriotic
duty.

The Movie that R
Some Religious
Fanatics Don’t
Want You To See
Potter, from p. 9
when Mud-blooded students start showing up
around the castle “petrified,” it looks like
Harry’s nemesis is near-by. You might assume
much of the suspense of this threat would be
toned down for the younger audiences. You
would be mistaken. So watch out with little
kids.
Kids may need a bit of protection from you,
but you will probably need some from them
too. It used to be the case that if you wanted to
avoid the insufferable “this isn’t like the book”
commentary on a movie, all you needed was to
go with someone at an 8th grade reading level
or below. No luck here, you’re going to be
harassed with the reminder that you are settling
for the sub-par from every age group with the
Harry Potter movie. Having said that I’ll con¬
fess a friend of mine and I noticed that there
was very little magic in the movie compared to
the book. We were a bit disappointed that
Harry didn’t use as much magic as cleverness
to outsmart his enemies.
As with all kid movies, very little was left to
subtlety. You would have to be drunk, deaf,
dumb, blind and dead to miss that it was a
happy ending. Sadly, it would only seem like a
natural ending if you were used to sweeping
violin overtures and standing ovations in your
cafeteria for no apparent reasons. The only
time I see applause in Commons is for some¬
one who drops their tray. But you’ll enjoy it
nonetheless, so go indulge in this escapist fan¬
tasy. If magic isn’t your thing, don’t worry. The
new James Bond comes out this weekend
(11/22). November promises to deliver some
escapist fantasy for every genre, and I already
foresee enjoying the lot of it.

both the reader and the narrator speechless.
Another example of this is in installment
two, in which Sister Ursula describes her
inability to memorize prayers, which the con¬
vent’s nuns diagnose as her “moral depravity
inherent to being the offspring of a whore.”
This rather depressing onslaught of alienation
that Sister Ursula receives is then comforted
by Russo’s mighty wit, which comes clear in
Sister Ursula’s composition of her own
prayers: “She prayed that Sister Veronique,
who had suggested that she had no father and
who worked in the convent stable, might be
kicked in the head by a horse and paralyzed for
fife” or who were allowed to go home “might
perish in railway accidents.”
Also, Russo’s introductory comment about
“The Whore’s Child” being fun for anyone
who has been in a fiction writer’s workshop
also reigns supremely true. After each bitter¬
sweet installment of Sister Ursula’s tormented
memoir, the narrator listens to his students’
responses who approach the discussion “as
one would an alien spacecraft.” They throw
such overused, though highly sensitive words
at Ursuala’s story such as “feminism,” “melo¬
dramatic,” “misogyny,” and “victimized” with
the narrator (as the teacher) holding his breath
in hope that he doesn’t have to answer any of
their touchy questions.
In a similar manner, Richard Russo, after fin¬
ishing his reading, scurried over to his signa¬
ture signing table without the usual break for
questions. This was a major let down, but per¬
haps the reasoning behind this was to allow the
poor man to begin signing the long fine of anx¬
ious fans.

You Will Write
For The A/E
Section
contact ldavis

Kickin’ It With Some Saints
Saints, from p. 9

Pappa Joe), believing Rocco to be the sole
perpetrator and brains of the killings of his
mafia, decides to send II Duce to deal with
him. The trio soon meets II Duce on one of
their missions, and after barely escaping from
this confrontation, the trio realizes they must
watch their back at all times.
The creative sequence of this movie is one
of the film’s most enjoyable aspects. The film
contains a series of fade-outs
right before the vigilantes com¬
mit their crime and fade-ins to
the scene of the crime after the
crime is done. Audiences watch
The Sarah Lawrence
• Universite de Paris:
with abated breath as Dafoe’s
College in Paris program
Sorbonne, Jussieu et
character tries to figure out
combines individually
Nanterre
what occurred with the clues
crafted programs of study
• Institut d’Ltudes
with total immersion in
left behind in the scenes of the
Politiques
the academic, artistic and
crimes. After Dafoe makes his
• Ecole du Louvre
social life of Paris.
guesses, the movie fades-out
The broad range of
• Ecole Normale de
again and fades-in to the trio to
options includes enroll¬
Musique
reveal to the audience what
ment in the great French
really happened. It’s interesting
• F.A.C.T. (Theatre)
institutions of learning,
to compare Smecker’s know-itEcole Superieure d’Etudes Choregraphiques
with access to a full range of courses usually open
all rendition of the crime to
only to French students, and small seminars. The
Studio Vermes (Photographic)
what really happened, especial¬
hallmark of the program is private Ateliers
de
peintres
et
sculpteurs
ly
when he turns out to be
tutorials with French faculty,
A pioneering program
slightly wrong in some cases.
focusing on student interests.
For more information:
dedicated to blending
The program is open to
Brilliant acting done by Dafoe
Office of International Programs
students with two years or more
Sarah Lawrence College in Paris
the rhythm of Paris with
helps bring the film alive to the
1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999
of college French. Housing is
audience. The character devel¬
the pace of academic studies
(800) 873-4752/E-mail: slcaway@slc.edu
provided in the heart of Paris.
opment that occurs in Smecker
throughout the film is interest¬
Sarah Lawrence College also sponsors programs in Florence, London and Oxford.
ing to watch, especially when
Financial Aid is available for all four programs
he dresses up in drag towards
the end of the movie in an

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

Russo, from p. 8

attempt to aid the vigilantes after they are
ambushed and taken hostage. Good acting is
also done by Sean Patrick Flanery and
Norman Reedus who speak with strong, con¬
vincing Irish accents throughout the film
(although the accent can be so strong, it’s hard
to comprehend what they’re saying at times).
Violence is a bit on the heavy side, so if
you’re not a fan for blood and gore, I suggest
you not watch this movie. There are many
shooting scenes where blood is seen spilling
out of the bodies of victims in slow motion,
and there is even a scene where Rocca acci¬
dentally shoots his girlfriend’s cat, whose
remains ends up splattered all over the wall of
his home.
The plot needs a bit more work on the back¬
ground of the brothers. The scene towards the
end might confuse some viewers, and one
can’t help but wonder how the boys end up
learning three or four different languages
(which you find out towards the beginning),
how they learned to accurately shoot with
guns, where they received their fighting
skills, and if they had any living family mem¬
bers (and if so, what happened to them?).
Overall, the movie needs to be seen by all
whom have not seen it. This movie will defi¬
nitely be enjoyed by action movie lovers and
those who enjoy a good story. A sequel to the
movie is already in the works and set to be
released in 2003. Sadly, Willem Dafoe will
not take part in the sequel, but hopefully, the
second movie will be better than the first. I
sincerely question the success of this second
film with the lack of Dafoe’s presence; how¬
ever, this will not stop me from eagerly await¬
ing the release of The Boondocks II: The
Second Coming.

®fje Pates isdubent

Question on the Quad

Tuesday. November 19. 2002

What are you thankful for?

“Grilled cheese day on
Friday.”

“The good lord for
making me a Yankee!”

Lauren Sterk ‘03

Jon Horowitz ‘03

“Freshmen girls.”

“That I’m Kenny and
I haven’t died yet
today!”
Peter Smith ‘04

Ben Jarrett ‘05 and Marie
Hemmelgam ‘05

Photographs by Becky Greenberg, Reported by Sarah Paruolo
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FALL 2002
AU-NESCAC Volleyball Team
First Team

Eliza Allen
Joyia Chadwick
Amy Cronin
Annie Hoeksma

Wesleyan
Williams
Tufts
Amherst

Liz Wattless

Bates

Robin Young

Williams

Second Team

Caitlin Cleaver
Meg Demment
Kate Hunter
Evan Kanaly
Katie Kenney
Kimberly Prescott

Colby
Williams
Trinity
Middlebury
Middlebury
Colby

NESCAC Player of the Year

Joyia Chadwick

Williams

NESCAC Defensive Player of the Year

Jamie Wong

Middlebury

NESCAC Rookie of the Year

Caitlin Cleaver

Colby

Coach of the Year

Candice Parent

All-NESCAC Field Hockey Team
First Team

Emily Huffman
Leah McClure
Tori Scott
Wendy Bonner
Amanda Burrage
Char Glessner
Molly Jennings
Marley Aloe
Susan Hoppock
Sarah Laverty
Gillian McDonald

All-NESCAC Men’s Soccer Team
First Team

Conn.Coll.
Bowdoin
Williams
Colby
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Williams
Wesleyan.
Trinity
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

Second Team

Evan Berding
Alex Blake
Kyle Dezotell
Morgan Sandell
Peter Dee
Brian Mikel
Khari Stephenson
Phil Flakes
Jason Griffiths
Dylan Smith
Jon Knights

Wesleyan

Johie Farrar

Bates

Marissa O’Neil
Stefanie Noering
Sonya Behnke
Christine Ryan

Bowdoin
Williams
Wesleyan
Amherst

Kathrene Tiffany

Bates

Emily Grannon
Jay me Heller
Molly O’Connor
Lindsay Wasserman

Williams
Tufts
Amherst
Wesleyan

All-NESCAC Women’s XC Team
First Team

Wesleyan
Williams
Middlebury
Trinity
Conn. Coll.
Tufts
Williams
Trinity
Middlebury
Williams
Conn. Coll.

Second Team

Melissa Courtemanche

Caroline Cretti
Julia Bensen
Michela Adrian
Michelle Rorke
Jess Manzer
Carter Hamill
Sarah Logan

Molly Jennings

Jenn Campbell
Katy Trandem
Molly Yazwinski
Christina Kane
Elizabeth Barney
Ellen Beth
Courtney Quirin

Tufts
Amherst
Williams
Tuft
Amherst
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Amherst

Jeff Critchlow

Bates

Caroline Cretti

Todd Maloney
Scott Conroy

Middlebury
Tufts

NESCAC Coach of the Year

Williams

Khari Stephenson

Williams

Joseph Gannon

Bowdoin

Brian Ainscough

Williams

Rookie of the Year

Coach of the Year

Nicky Pearson

Williams
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Trinity
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Wesleyan

Garrett Dale
Joseph Gannon
Ryan Olsen
Matt MacGregor
Franklin Perry
Andrew Russo
Pat Saunders
Timothy Canon

Player of the Year

Rookie of the Year

Emily Grannon

Williams
Williams
Middlebury
Williams
Middlebury
Amherst
Middlebury

Second Team

NESCAC Most Outstanding Performer

Caroline Cretti

Amherst

Coach of the Year

Bowdoin

Williams

NESCAC Rookie of the Year

Pete Farwell
Player of the Year

Colby

Williams

Williams
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ALL-NESCAC
All-NESCAC Football Team
First Team Defense

First Team Offense
Joe Reardon
Sean Atkins
Fletcher Ladd
Aaron Stepka
Ryan Friend
Pat Moffett
Denver Smith
Ian MacPherson
Andy Angoff
Jared Carillo
Adam Collette
Garrett DiCarlo
Justin Moore
Rob Vemicek

All-NESCAC Women’s Soccer Team

Williams
Bates
Amherst
Colby
Williams
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Colby
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Williams
Trinity
Amherst

First Team

Mike DiStefano
Pat Hayes
Caleb Hudak
Will McGrath
David Midura
David Rooney
Quincy Francis
Graham Goldwasser
Mike Moran
Greg Tanner
Jeremy Carroll
Scott Farley
John Kelly
Craig Schuette
Evan Zupancic

Colby
Amherst
Tufts
Williams
Trinity
Trinity
Wesleyan
Williams
Colby
Trinity
Amherst
Williams
Williams
Middlebury
Tufts

First Team Specialists
David Bodner
Scott Farley
Mark Tilki
Jay Wagstaff

Amherst
Williams
Tufts
Amherst
Second Team Defense

Second Team Offense
Greg Ward
Brennan Carney
Billy Lazzaro
Tom Pierandri
Jeff Ryan
Owen Miehe
Joe Wahl
J.P. Zito
Ryan Papi
Greg Berry
Jeff Bolduc
Brendan Carolan
Tony DiSotto

Trinity
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Trinity
Amherst
Bates
Trinity
Amherst
Tufts
Bowdoin
Bates
Amherst
Colby

Sam Bowlby
Kurt Chapman
Jamie Creed
Brendan Kelly
Jeb Boudreau
Rich Decembrele
Marcus Juba
Jeff Owen
Pat Boyaggi
Brandon Irwin
Dave Laferriere
Jamie Nichols
Gavin O’Reilly
Mark Tilki

Hamilton
Bates
Trinity
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Hamilton
Colby
Bates
Colby
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Trinity
Tuft

Tufts
Middlebury
Williams
Tufts
Conn. Coll.
Williams
Bates
Bowdion
Tufts
Tufts
Amherst

■;

Mp

Second Team
Leah Cumsky-Whitlock
Ashley Harmeling
Christine O’Donnell
Sara Elkins
Britt Kittelsen
Adrienne Showier
Christine Culver
Colleen Doody
Katelyn McCabe
Christina Woodward
Lindsay Stamer

Middlebury
Amherst
Colby
Amherst
Middlebury
Amherst
Conn. Coll.
Williams
Amherst
Bowdoin
Williams

Player of the Year
Christa Toeresz

Conn. Coll.

Rookie of the Year
Elise Henson

Williams

Coach of the Year
Martha Whiting

Tufts

All-NESCAC Men’s XC Team
First Team

Second Team Specialists
Mike Frissora
Denver Smith

Jen Baldwin
Meg Bonney
Stacey Stamer
Jess Trombly
Christa Toeresz
Hannah Stauffer
Krissie Whiting
Kendall Cox
Cara Glassanos
Jess Lovitz
Brooke Diamond

Middlebury
Middlebury

NESCAC Offensive Player of the Year
Joe Reardon
Williams

NESCAC Defensive Player of the Year
Scott Farley
Williams

NESCAC Offensive Rookie of the Year
Pat Curran
Wesleyan

NESCAC Defensive Rookie of the Year
Michael Blairinity

NESCAC Coach of the Year
Richard Farley
Williams

Starting at the top right of this page
and moving clockwise around the
borders to page 12: Katherine
Cresswell, Melissa Wilcox, Jeff
Critchlow, Kathrene Tiffany, Katie
Burke, Kurt Chapman, Julia Price,
Justin Easter, Kim Martell, Owen
Miehe, Kevin Madden, Johie Farrar,
Liz Wanless, Nick Maclnnis, Adam
Shepard, Krissie Whiting, Pat
Boyaggi, Jeff Bolduc, Anthony Silva,
Sean Atkins.

Bates All-Academic NESCAC
Jeff Bolduc
Katie Burke
Katherine Cresswell
Nick Maclnnis
Kevin Madden
Kim Martell
Julia Price
Adam Shepard
Anthony Silva
Melissa Wilcox

Football
Volleyball
Women’s XC
Men’s Soccer
Football
Women’s Soccer
Field Hockey
Football
Men’s Soccer
Women’s Golf

Ryan Bak
Justin Easter
Karl Remsen
Jim Emord
Patrick Vardaro
Andy Golden
Adam Fitzgerald

Trinity
Bates
Williams
Trinity
Bowdoin
Williams
Conn. Coll.

Second Team
Jeffrey Rubens
Scott Barbuto
Todd Forsgren
John Stanton-Geddes
Nathan Brigham
David dayman
Bryan Bissell

*

Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Amherst
Tufts
Conn. Coll.
Wesleyan

NESCAC Most Outstanding Performer
Ryan Bak
Trinity
NESCAC Rookie of the Year
Neal Holtshulte
Williams
NESCAC Coach of the Year
Peter Slovenski
Bowdoin
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Men’s Hoops, continued from back page

17

by JOE CHAN
STAFF HANDICAPPER

Cincinnati vs Pittsburg

Week nine of the NFL season is one of
serious injuries: Tommy Maddox
snapped his neck almost in half, Brian
Griese sprained his knee, Donovan
McNabb broke his ankle and SuperFan
Joe got a concussion as he was blind¬
sided on the way to bank. I finished
even-steven going into the Monday night
affair between the Bears and Rams. Week
nine could have been a victorious one if
only the Packers had played up to their
(8-1) potential and beaten up on the over¬
rated Vikings. However, that was not to
be, and I highly suspect the source of the
Packers’ lack of drive was due to the
excursions before the game Brett and the
gang had taken, much to the dismay of
Coach Sherman, to the highly entertain¬
ing Indian casinos across the land of the
thousand lakes! Enough feeling sorry for
myself. I’m on the rebound, just like Yao
Ming. Ladies, give me a ring.

Atlanta vs Carolina
Falcons favored by 3. The 6-3-1
Atlanta Falcons, are on the rise towards
the elite of the NFL as a result of the
inspiring and electric play of Michael
Vick. This guy is a genetic modify
upgrade version of Steve Young, he can
beat you passing, running, then freeze
your safety and linebackers up with playactions to the resurgent Warrick Dunn,
and once in a while, right when you think
you got a hold of him, boom he is gone.
Unstoppable. Carolina counters with
Rodney Peete, whose greatest asset is his
super fine wife Holly Robinson (Hangin
with Mr. Copper).

Steelers favored by 10. Take the
Money Line, and ride the BUS to the
bank to make your deposit. Just don’t
walk into a mailbox like SuperFan Joe.
It’s nice that the Bengals won a game a
few weeks ago, but that was against an
expansion team, KEYWORD EXPAN¬
SION...the opposite of my bank account.
The Man of Steel can start Kordell,
Tommy, Randle-EL or take my sugges¬
tion of buying a day-pass and riding the
BUS 60 times, and the result will still be
the same, people it’s the Bengals!

Final Score: Steelers 28-Bengals 13
Kansas City vs Seattle
Chiefs favored by 3. The Seattle
Seahawks ranked 26th in total offense,
Kansas City ranked 9th. The Seattle
Seahawks QB Combo of Matt Hasselback
and Treat Dilfer has seven total passing
touchdowns, while Kansas City QB Treat
Green alone has 16 touchdowns. Kansas
City running back Priest Holmes has
rumbled for 1012 yards and 15 rushing
TDs. Seattle running back Shawn “I ran
Ricky Watters into retirement” Alexander
has amassed a disgraceful 560 yards and
nice rushing TDs. Game, set, match, K.
C. CHIEFS.

Final Score: Chiefs 37-Seahawks 21

Final Score: Dirty Bird 27-Panthers

783-220
62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN

HOURS:

4:30p.m. - 1:00a.m.
MON-THURS:
FRI-SAT
1 1 :00a.m. - 2:00a.m.
Sunday_ 11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.
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Women’s Hoops, continued from back page
Bates was an offensive juggernaut last year,
leading the conference in scoring and finishing
30th overall in Division HI. The team’s field
goal percentage (.418) was second only to
Bowdoin’s in the conference, and good enough
to set a school record. They also set records for
three-point marksmanship, establishing new
marks for trifectas made in a game and for the
season. With all the scoring going on the
Bobcats also shattered the record for assists in
a season as well.
Of course, offense is flashy, and it attracts
fans, but the Bobcats are well aware that
defense wins games, especially their in-yourface press,, Murphy throws at opponents. With
the depth the Bobcats have, it makes it easier to
play that type of pressuring defense that has
become trademark of Bates basketball, as the
Garnet is known for suffocating teams with
their unrelenting pressure from the start of the
game until the end of it. This season figures to
be no different, up and down the roster the
Bobcats have as high a talent level as any in the
league.
“The athleticism on the team is just phenom¬
enal,” Murphy says of his squad.
The Bobcats seem poised and capable of
dominating this season. The road in to a cham¬
pionship starts off this Friday. The ladies host
Thomas at 7 p.m.

Courtesy Photo

Lisa Golobski looks to provide tough
play this year inside the paint. The
Bobcats will take on Thomas this
Friday at 7 p.m.

email: maaane@bates.edu

GARLIC BUTTER • PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
MARINARA • BLUE CHEESE OR
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WOMEN’S BBALL BEGINS FRIDAY

WRITE SPORTS OR PITCH A STORY

ASK FOR A FREE DIPPING SAUCE
WITH YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
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»

Bobcats depth at the forward and center posi¬
tions, led, of course, by Neely.
“We have some great depth in the front court
starting with CJ,” Reilly said. “Sophomore
Elliott Linsley had a great off season and is
much improved. Victor Rivera also has
improved a lot since last year. Hector
Mancebo and Pat Conroy will also be fighting
for minutes and can help us down low. New
arrivals Tyler Smith and Matt Chudomel give
us the deepest front court in the past five sea¬
sons.”
Even with the Bocats new found depth up
front, Reilly and Neely are careful to appear
optimistic on the upcoming season.

“As in every other sport at Bates,” said
Reilly, “the NESCAC is very strong this year
with both Williams and Amherst ranking in the
top 10 nationally. Our goal is to take one game
at a time and improve every day so we can be
ready for our NESCAC competition on
Jan. 17th.”
“Coach Reilly and Coach Milkes have been
working us hard and we love it,” Neely added.
“They have been great coaches for this team.
We are really hoping we can have an even bet¬
ter crowd than the already impressive third
half from last year.”
But Neely insists the Bobcats are not yet
where they need to be in order to compete at
full strength. “We need to continue to get
tougher everyday,” he said.

Expires: 5/31/03
. Valid at participating stores only.
Not valid with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.

NEW

BUFFALO CHICKEN KICKERS
10 ALL WHITE MEAT CUTS OF
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BLEU CHEESE OR RANCH DRESSING
A
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Notebook: A Midwinter’s Day Dream
by MIKE LOPEZ

er Patriot fans playing James Bond on the
First, a shot out to assistant football/strength
fourth
floor
of
Page
during
the
game.
and
conditioning coach Scott Larkee. Coach
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Miserable.
Larkee, also known as the man who turned
The New England Patriots played the
But all the talk of football in the snow had Kevin Madden and Pat Foley into defensive
Oakland Raiders this past week, but someone
me thinking winter at Bates, and I am
icons on the football field, is
was still talking
not talking about sledding down Mt.
now the man who inhabiting
about last year.
David in a sled made of recycled beer
the Collision Enhancement
“It was not a fum¬
cans with a certain Bates Luge team.
Facility all winter and spring.
ble,” said Raiders
This winter could be an exciting one
Larkee, who was an All-Ivy
owner A1 Davis in
to be Bobcat, as many teams are filled
League player at Harvard, is
an interview before
with optimism on the upcoming sea¬
most famous for the fact that
the game. “That was
sons.
his college roommate is
unbelievable.”
First, I stopped by the Bobcat
presently pursuing a pro¬
The words, of women’s basketball practice the other
wrestling career. And while
course, refer to the day, where coach Jim Murphy’s “pride
you may not see Larkee at
A1 “Nice Shades” Davls Patriots-Raiders
and commitment” philosophy was in
Smith South on a given week¬
playoff game last full effect. The team was getting a
end night, you can still find
year, in which the Patriots advanced to the AFC
water break. But on a serious note,
him doing his best to fill exJim Murphy
championship game with help from the contro¬ Murphy and the Bobcats return all but
Bobcat coach Jason Desjarlesf
versial “tuck-rule”
one player from last year’s squad that upset shoes, filming all of the boys and girls basket¬
Well, thankfully, after seeing replays on
Bowdoin, the eventual league champion, so ball games.
every Sports Center episode since, on the
Bates better be well hydrated this year.
Second, to the aforementioned Madden, who
Patriots Super Bowl DVD I bought afterwards,
Similar optimism is shared for the Bates threatened to “mess me up Mad-Dog style” if
on the poster of the game I have in my room, on
track and field squad this winter, which will be he is not mentioned in each column. But props
the wallet-sized picture I carry in my back
led by an unheard of 17 male throwers. That’s to Madden, recently named to the NESCAC
pocket, and the seven times they replayed it in
a lot. Conveniently, 17 is also the size, in inch¬ All-Academic squad. Upon receiving the
the recent Patriots-Raiders game this past
es of junior Jeff Davis’ calves. Seventeen inch¬ award, Madden was quick to thank his
weekend, I finally did convince myself of two
es around, that is. Davis, who tosses around the mommy, his daddy, and
things.
weight like he tosses back a pizza each week¬ his roommie, Jamie
First, I hope a massive earthquake
end, is more known not for Chafel, for their con¬
hits the Bay Area, but the only three
what he does on campus, but stant comfort through¬
who suffer are Davis, Barry Bonds,
what he didn't do freshmen out the year.
and, for that matter, the jerk who
year. T-bone [aptly named, of
CORRECTION: The
stole my Maxim magazine last year.
course] attempted to finish a 64 women’s rugby squad
Secondly: damn, the Patriots got
oz. steak at Mac’s Grill in correctly pointed out
lucky. It would have been really fit¬
Auburn. He finished all the that there was a typo in
ting if the Pats came out and played
side dishes and a 56 ounces last weeks column, Jamie “I like Al’s
well against the Raiders, but, of
before waving the white flag. which stated the team
Shades” Chafel
course, they did not. Life goes on.
Don’t look for similar frustra¬ had defeated Longley
But hey, the Patriots also have Super
tion from Davis and the rest of Elementary by a 1-0 score. They actually won
Bowl rings from last year, and the
the track team this winter, as by forfeit.
Raiders do not. And the Pats record
word has it the Bobcats are
Finally, to all the Bates teams this winter,
at this point last season? Same as it is
deep in the shot put, weight- best of luck on the upcoming seasons. And
now, 5-5.
throw, and biggest-calves com¬ while I will not be here to cheer you on, I leave
Scott Larkee
One last thought: What’s worse than
petitions.
you with words of wisdom from Dick Vertleib:
the Patriots losing? It ain’t a phone
And while I understand I am not a radio
“Basketball is the second most exciting
call at 2:30 in the morning to go to Gene’s or a
show host, my last name is still Lopez, so I feel indoor sport, and the other one shouldn’t have
girl that cheats on you, but it’s more fair-weath¬
like I am ready and able to give “shot-outz!”
spectators.”

WOMEN’S SQUASH SET FOR VARSITY SEASON
by LORI JESSUP

of the senior co-captains this year, secured the
victory in that match to send Bates to the finals
against Pennsylvania, which eventually took
Watch out. The Bates women’s squash team
the Division II title.
is back for another season. With a young and
Precarpio notes that this year, they want to
talented group led by strong upperclassmen,
push themselves into the top tier, “with the
they might have a few surprises to dish out.
opportunity to do so in matches against
Last year, the Bates women defeated Penn in
Dartmouth, Williams, and UPenn.”
an upset during the regular season before
Katie Austin, the other senior co-captain,
falling to the same team to end the season at the
agreed that “all of the members of last years’
Howe Cup Tournament. Katie Precarpio, one
team will be really excited to rematch Penn this
year.”
As a young team
consisting primari¬
ly of sophomores
and
freshmen,
Precarpio believes
that the 2002-2003
squad, in rising to
its potential, “has
the depth and skill
to do even better
than last year.”
This year, the
team has its sights
set on winning the
B-flight or even
Along with our great meat dishes,
possibly gaining a
we also offer many vegetarian alternatives
spot in the top

STAFF WRITER

Homestyle Cooking
with an ethnic flair!

eight. Last year’s #10 ranking put the team at
second in the B-flight following an in-season
ranking of ninth.
Despite the loss of All-American Aisha Shah
‘02, the team welcomes the talent of many
newcomers.
“We have a really strong and competitive
team all the way through the lineup,” says
Austin. “We also have some really great new
additions to the team.”
The sophomore class of squashers is a strong
one with the talents of Sarah Persing, Jenny
Loring, Maggie Smith, and Liz Wagoner, all of
whom were in the top ten of last year’s lineup.
Bringing even more skill to the team are junior
Kristin Brush and senior co-captains Austin
and Precarpio.
Austin, Precarpio, and the rest of the Bates
women’s squash team are looking forward to
having a really incredible season. With a good
chance of handing Colby and Bowdoin a pair of
losses, the team could feasibly capture the
Division II title. After finishing third in
NESCAC last year, Williams, ranked second, is
one of the top teams to beat this season. But be
ready, these ladies have been known to whip
out that surprise or two. With high expecta¬
tions and a strong lineup, look for a great sea¬
son from the women’s squash team.

ThC Best Pad Thai Evertj Saturday Night!
We're the closest restaurant to Bates Campus.
Bring in your student id during dinner
and receive ;>1 .oooff our specials board!
Tuesday-Friday, lunch 11:30 - 2 • dinner 5-8
_Friday and Saturday dinner 5-9

784-6493

81 College Street

www.nothingbutthebluescafe.com
Looking for a job? A place to show original art?
Share your poetry? Call Jim!

BOBCATS OF THE WEEK
Honors go to men’s and women’s cross
country standouts Justin Easter and
katherine Cresswell. Each will be compet¬
ing at the NCAA Div. Ill Nationals next
weekend in Minnesota. Their pictures can
be found on page 13.

Easter Heads To
Nationals; Bobcats
Finish Eighth at New
England Regionals
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Last weekend the Bates College men’s cross
country team concluded its season with a solid
eight th-place finish at the Div. Ill New
England Regional Championships. Only the
top four teams continue on to the nationals.
Keene State captured the team title, with
Bowdoin, Williams, and Connecticut College
finishing in the next three spots, securing tick¬
ets to St. Olaf College in Northfield, Minnesota
for the national championship next weekend.
Bobcat senior standout an captain Justin
Easter qualified for next weekend’s national
meet with a third place individual finish in a
time of 24:46, twenty seconds faster than his
time from the 2001 regional meet. The next
scorers for the team were sophomores Joel
Anderson and Robert Gomez and senior cap¬
tain Malcolm Gray, who finished less than six
seconds apart from each other.
The men finished in 47th, 48th, and 49th
places with times of 26:04, 26:06, and 26:08
respectively. Sophomore Mike Downing fin¬
ished as the fifth Bobcat in a time of 26:25,
good enough for 62nd place. Matt Biggart
(26:54) and Adrius Staisiunas (27:34) rounded
out the varsity squad, finishing in 87th and
119th places.
In 2000, the Bobcats placed 11th out of more
than 35 teams while last year, they moved up to
seventh place. Anderson,Gomez, and
Downing, top-five finishers for Bates at last
year’s regional meet, all improved their times
in this year’s championship. Easter believes
that the uncertainty about who would win the
race is what caused the unusually fast times on
Saturday.
“We marked guys from other teams that we
wanted to stay with throughout the race and we
stayed with them on Saturday,” Easter said.
“Some of the other teams in the meet came out
with amazing performances this weekend. We
ran hard and I am really proud of the team’s
effort last weekend and throughout the sea¬
son.”
Easter finished third behind Trinity senior
Ryan Bak (24:21) and Keene St. senior Mark
Miller, (24:35). These men captured the top
three spots in last year’s regional meet as well
and all are potential contenders for the nation¬
al crown next weekend.
Last season, Easter finished 19th at the 2001
NCAA cross country championships, earning
his fourth All-American honor. Last spring,
Easter won the 3,000m steeple-chase at the
outdoor track and field championships. This
year’s national meet will be the tenth trip to the
NCAAs overall during his time as a Bobcat.
Michael Danahy, ‘00 and Matt Twiest, ‘00
finished 9th in 1999 and 1997 at the national
championships. Justin Freeman, ‘98 maintains
the best finish with an eighth place perform¬
ance in 1997. Easter’s goal is to finish in the
top ten, earning All-American honors and
potentially establishing the best finish for a
Bates man in the cross country national meet.

NESCAC NOTE
Two NCAA northeast regional games,
originally scheduled for Sunday, Nov.
17, have been postponed due to
inclement weather. The Amherst
College men's soccer game at St.
Lawrence University will most likely
be rescheduled for Tuesday or
Wednesday. The day and time will be
announced as soon as they become
available. Williams will meet Arcadia
on Monday, November 18 at 1pm on
the campus of Southern Connecticut
State University in New Haven,
Connecticut.
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See pages 12-13
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Women’s Squash
by Loris Jessup (p.15)

LEWISTON, MAINE

Men’s and Women’s Basketball To Replace Seniors

Billy Hart, Alex Wilson, Ed Walker, Kate Dockery: They’re All Gone.
Bobcats Look For New Captains To Lead Young Squads To Victory
“As for the team, this year we are going to
be very team-oriented. The way for us to be
successful is to play together and be very
unselfish. I am confident that we will be very
successful and qualify for the NESCAC tour¬
nament and once we are in there I feel we can
do some serious damage.”
Reilly agrees.
“With a lot of depth a major key to the sea¬
son will be unselfish play and players who will
accept their role and do whatever it takes to
make the team better. CJ will be a great leader,
and he has seen great leadership from the play¬
ers in the program the past four years. It is
going to be exciting to see who is going to
make the big plays in crunch time this season.”
Neely, a 6’5” forward, and fellow senior,
6’1” guard Angelo Salvaggio, will be the first
Bobcats called upon to make big plays this
year. Salvaggio averaged 7.5 points per game
as a junior.
“We are looking for the seniors to have big
seasons and be great leaders,” Reilly said.

by MIKE LOPEZ

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Bates basketball team might be missing
three 1,000-point scorers from last season, but
that has hardly diminished the confidence of
head coach Joe Reilly when it comes to the
2002-03 campaign.
“We are looking forward to this season,”
said Reilly, who is in his fifth year with the
Bobcats. “We believe we have the ability and
talent to compete with everyone in the
NESCAC and New England.”
But winning, of course, will not be so easy.
The NESCAC is quite possibly the most com¬
petitive basketball conference in Division HI,
and the Bobcats play several games on the road
this season, including one contest at nationally
ranked league powerhouse Williams [Feb. 14].
What are the keys for the Bobcats this sea¬
son? Well, just ask Captain CJ Neely, who
averaged 12 points, 6 rebounds, and set a
Bobcat record as he took 33 offensive fouls
last season as a junior.

“They both have a great work ethic and had
very productive off-seasons.”
Helping the seniors on the court will be the
talented guard tandem of sophomore Brian
Gerrity and junior Ramon Garcia, who com¬
bined for over 250 points and 100 assists last
season.
“They bring a lot of experience to our backcourt,” said Reilly, “and both can play the
point or off-guard position. I think they can
establish themselves as two of the top guards
in NESCAC.”
But Gerrity and Garcia will have some com¬
petition for playing time, says Reilly.
“Junior John Costello, Chris Messinger and
Jon Furbush will be competing for minutes in
the back court,” he said. “I think that it is going
to be difficult to keep these players off the
court. Freshman Sean Cahill and sophomore
Mario Lugo will also be competing for minutes
at the point.”
Up front, Reilly is quick to point out the
See Men’s Hoops, p. 14

Bobcats Back on Track

WOMEN’S XC

by AMY WEBB
by KEN WHITNEY

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

November 1st marked the opening day for
Bates sophomore Katherine Creswell fin¬
winter sports and that means the Bates men’s
ished twenty-fifth in the women’s NCAA | track team is out running, throwing, and jumpDivision III Qualifying Meet at Westfield, I mg in preparation for a successful season.
Massachusetts on Saturday to earn an indi¬
During their 2001-2002 campaign, the
Bobcats produced three national champions and
vidual berth to the National Championship.
earned a tie for eighth in the nation at the
Bates finished eighth overall in a field of
NCAA outdoor championships and an 18ththirty-eight.
place finish indoors. Their outdoor performance
Creswell earned the final place that guar¬
was the highest ever for a Bates team at the
anteed individual entry into Nationals, fin¬
| nationals.
ishing in 22:25. She was good enough to
Last year, the ‘Cats were led by Jaime Sawler
make the field for the National
‘02, who became the first Bates man to win two
Championship, next weekend at Northfield,
national championships in the same year by
Minnesota.
capturing the 35- pound weight throw in the
winter and the hammer throw in the spring. He
Williams won the meet with thirty-three
enabled the Bobcats to recapture the outdoor
points. Middlebury was second with 61, and
State of Maine championship while also repeat¬
Bowdoin was third with 162 points. Colby
ing
as the Frederick Toottell Award for most
placed seventh with 224 points. Bates’
outstanding field performer. Joining Sawler in
squad placed eighth, with 230. The Bobcats’
j national recognition last spring was Justin
performance represented a great improve¬
Easter ‘03. The top seed and school record
ment over last year’s finish of thirteenth,
holder in the 3,000-meter steeple-chase, Easter
with 339 points. In 2000, Bates was six¬
earned his fourth career All-America honor by
teenth in the meet, with 438 points.
winning the event. Easter is on track to become
the first athlete in school history to reach the
Julie Dutton placed second for the
NCAA championships in all 12 sports seasons
Bobcats, finishing in forty-third, in 23:01.
in his Bates career.
She was followed by Liz Pagnotta, in fortyIn 2002-2003, the Bobcats look forward to
ninth place at 23:04. Kelley Puglisi was
another successful year. The depth of the talent,
fourth for Bates, placing in 23:07 at fiftyrookies to veterans, is sure to contribute to an
third. Kim Whipkey finished in sixtieth, in
exciting and memorable year for Bates track
23:13, and was Bates’ fifth scoring member.
and field. All four members of Bates’ indoor
Creswell’s performance of twenty-fifth
distance-medley relay - two seniors and two
place made her the ninth individual runner to
sophomores - return looking to improve the
school record they set at the Open New England
advance to Minnesota whose team did not
Championships and once more qualify for
qualify. At last year’s Regional Qualifying
nationals.
Meet, Creswell placed eighty-seventh. She
At the 2002 New England Division III out¬
will compete on Saturday, Nov. 23, at
door championships, Joe Northrup ‘05 turned in
Northfield, Minnesota in the Division III
surprising and impressive results in winning
National Championship Meet.

J

two events and recording three personal bests,
finishing second overall in the decathlon. He
returns this year to improve upon those marks
and continue to gain regional and national
recognition.
Pole vaulter Matt Ondra ‘03 earned his sec¬
ond career All-NESCAC honor, finishing sec¬
ond for the second year in a row. Newcomer
John Bauer, ’06, who finished seventh at the
high school nationals in the 800m, adds strength
to the middle distance events. Another high
school All-American, Dustin ‘Tiny” Gauthier
‘05 joins the throwers as a Bobcat rookie and
will be a strong force in the shot-put.
The Bates coaching staff, led by head coach
A1 Fereshetian, is regarded as one of the most
experienced in New England. Fereshetian was
the 1998 New England Division in indoor track
and field Coach of the Year, and gamers sever¬
al cross-country and track coach-of-the-year
honors from his previous head coaching posi¬
tion in the Southern Conference at Appalachian
State University in North Carolina. Much of
Sawler’s success throwing can be attributed to
coach Joe Woodhead, who is considered one of
the best throwing coaches in the country.
Woodhead has produced 24 All-Americans and
four national champions in the 35-pound weight
throw and the hammer during his seventeen
years at Bates.
Focusing on distance and middle-distance
runners is assistant coach Todd Goewey. A
nationally recognized athlete at Appalachian
State University, Goewey is also an assistant
cross country coach. Joining the coaching staff
this year is assistant coach Hob Brooks, ’02,
who will be working primarily with the sprint¬
ers. At Bates, he was a captain of the 20012002 Indoor and Outdoor track teams and is the
school record holder in the 4x400 meter relay.
The season with the Bates Pentathlon at 1
p.m. on Dec. 7th. After the winter break, the
team begins the new year with at the Coast
Guard Invitational meet on Jan. 18th.

by LYNN WORTHY

STAFF WRITER
It’s that time of year again. Alumni
Gymnasium will be packed with some of the
craziest fans in the NESCAC, and coach Jim
Murphy will be at the helm for another excit¬
ing season of action for Bates.
Last year, the Lady Bobcats was just one
game away from playing for the NESCAC
Championship on the hardwood. They fin¬
ished the regular season 18-7 overall, losing
only two games in the NESCAC during the
regular season (conference record
7-2). They also handed Bowdoin College,
ranked number two in the nation at the time,
its first loss of the season. They set numerous
team and individual school records. And the
scariest part for other teams in the conference
is that they’re almost all back again this year.
Gone, however, is second-team AllNESCAC guard Kate Dockery, who is in
some regards irreplaceable, says Murphy.
Despite this loss, the Bobcats once again will
bring back one of the deepest and most tal¬
ented rosters in the conference.
Murphy makes no mistake about what his
goals are for this year’s team. He says, “I
think we should be disappointed if we don’t
win the NESCAC Championship.”
This season Murphy finds himself with a
dilemma that many coaches would love to
have: how to get all his talented players on
the court.
“It’s the biggest problem I’ll have as a
coach is getting playing time for everyone
who deserves it,” he said.
What Murphy is faced with is the return of
players like senior forward and All-NESCAC
first-team selection Carla Flaherty, who led
the team in scoring last season with 12.8
points per game, while playing just over
twenty minutes a game. She finished as the
seventh leading scorer in all of the NESCAC.
Last season Flaherty also set the Bates
College record for three-pointers in a game
with six against Conn. College.
Also coming back are great leaders and
Flaherty’s fellow captains, center
Lisa Golobski, and guard Julia Price.
Golobski is a versatile post player who can
cause defenses trouble with her shooting
touch, either down low or just inside the arc.
Price is one of the most tenacious defenders
in the conference.
Junior forward Lauren Dubois was a great
all around performer for the Bobcats night in
and night out in her first full season as a
starter. She finished as the team’s third lead¬
ing scorer and managed to grab an average of
five rebounds a game. As a rookie last year,
forward Olivia Zurek won Maine Rookie of
the Year honors, and set a record by finishing
the season with a field goal percentage of
50.7 percent. Zurek also finished the regular
season as the team’s leading rebounder while
averaging only 19 minutes a game.
Sophomores Elizabeth Blakely and Caitlin
Vincent give the Bobcats two six-footers for
opposing teams to have to worry about
matching up with as well.
With Dockery’s graduation, the back court
will be in the hands of Price, as well as junior
sharp shooter Laura Nafe, and sophomore
speedster Heather Taylor. Experienced veter¬
an senior Marcy Grossman figures to get into
the mix as well.
See Women’s Hoops, p. 14

